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ABSTRACT

In the last decade the seismic imaging industry has begun collecting data volumes 

with a substantial amount of data redundancy through new acquisition geometries 

including: wide-azimuth, rich-azimuth and full-azimuth geometries. The increased 

redundancy significantly improves image quality in areas with complex geology, but 

requires considerably greater computational power to construct an image because of 

the additional data and the need to use advanced imaging algorithms in complex 

geology. One way to reduce the computational cost of processing such datasets is 

to blend shot-records, using shot-encoding, together prior to imaging which reduces 

the number of migrations necessary for imaging. The downside to doing so, is th a t 

blending introduces strong, non-physical, cross-talk noise into the final image. By 

carefully choosing the shot-encoding scheme, I can reduce the additional noise inserted 

into the image and maximally reduce the number of migrations necessary. To find 

an optimal encoding scheme, I develop a theory of blended imaging that describes 

all shot-encoding schemes, and design a new class of encodings that use amplitude 

weights instead of phase-shifts or time-delays. We are able to use amplitude encoding 

to produce blended images of the same quality as previous encoding schemes at the 

same computational cost and find that the result of most encodings is governed by 

spatial sampling theory. Also, I show that blended imaging can be used to produce 

common image point gathers which may significantly decrease the cost of constructing 

such gathers. Overall, I find that the cost advantage of blended imaging is much 

less than previously stated, and that it is not clear whether or not blending is useful 

in most circumstances when a fair cost comparison is conducted.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

Today’s seismic exploration challenges include imaging areas with complex geol

ogy, such as salt domes and overthrust regions. The major issues for imaging areas 

with complex geology are poor data quality and lack of seismic illumination due to the 

severe deformation of the seismic wavefield. One approach to resolve these issues is 

to obtain large amounts of redundant information from various acquisition directions 

via wide-azimuth or full-azimuth seismic surveys (Michell et al., 2006; Shoshitaishvili 

et al., 2006; Howard, 2007; Kapoor et al., 2007; Ting and Zhao, 2009). However, wide- 

azimuth surveys require significantly more time to acquire and even greater amounts 

of time to process due to the large amounts of data. Subsequently, the cost of acquir

ing and processing a wide-azimuth survey is significantly more expensive than the 

cost of a conventional survey. Additionally, the cost of imaging in complex geology 

is much greater because advanced imaging algorithms such as reverse-time migration 

must be used to better honor the kinematics of complex geology. Therefore, both the 

financial and computational cost of today’s large surveys is increasing at a rapid pace, 

but recent technological advances may allow us to reduce both the cost of acquiring 

and imaging large datasets.

One such technology is acquisition using simultaneous or delayed sources (Wom

ack, 1990; Hampson et al., 2008; Berkhout et al., 2008; Beasley, 2008; Blacquiere et al., 

2009). As the name implies, simultaneous sources are multiple sources triggered at the 

same time but at different spatial locations. By acquiring multiple sources in a shot- 

gather, a full-survey may be acquired in much less time than is currently required. 

The downside to simultaneous source acquisition, is that simultaneous source data 

creates additional noise in the final seismic image. Past research has circumvented 

the additional noise by de-blending the simultaneous source shot-gathers to create
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separate shot-gathers, as would be collected in a conventional survey, for each source 

prior to imaging (Spitz et ah, 2008; Moore et ah, 2008; Hampson et ah, 2008; Aker- 

berg et al., 2008; Kim et ah, 2009; Huo et ah, 2009). The separated shot-gathers are 

imaged using conventional shot-record migration (SRM) to produce the final image. 

The drawback to separating the shots is two-fold:

•  First, the sources must be separable, which typically implies that they are 

relatively isolated from one another in space which limits the maximum amount 

of shots that can be used at once during acquisition.

•  Second, the imaging process is not sped up by separating the shots because each 

separated shot must be imaged separately, as in SRM.

Because of these issues, industry has been reluctant to acquire datasets with many 

simultaneous sources at once.

A related idea, that aims to reduce the cost of imaging large datasets is to use 

multiple sources at once during imaging, which emulates simultaneous source acqui

sition. This process, known as blended imaging, combines multiple shot-gathers to

gether prior to migration, which reduces the number of migrations that are needed to 

produce a final image (Morton, 1999; Liu, 1999; Romero et al., 2000; Soubaras, 2006; 

Zhang et al., 2007; Perrone and Sava, 2009; Berkhout et al., 2009). Certain forms 

of blended imaging, most notably plane-wave migration, are used in industry today, 

but many forms of blending (e.g. random phase) are not used today because they 

introduce a significant amount of noise to the image. However, the presence of the 

noise may be justified if the cost advantage over conventional shot-record migration 

is sufficiently high.

In order to illustrate how blending affects the cost of imaging, I first examine 

conventional shot-record migration. In shot-record migration, seismic data corre

sponding to individual shots are backpropagated independently to reconstruct the
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corresponding receiver-wavefield. Concurrently, the source-wavefield for each shot is 

constructed by forward propagating the source using a known velocity model. An 

imaging condition is then applied to the individual reconstructed source and receiver 

wavefields to produce an image of the subsurface. Because this process is repeated 

for each shot, the cost of shot-record migration (SRM) is

C s r m  =  NSCS, (1.1)

where C s r m  i s  the total cost in computation time, N s is the number of shot records, 

and Cs is the computational cost for each shot. Since modern seismic surveys often 

consist of many tens of thousands of shots, and each shot may image a large area (a 

few km2), the overall computational cost for imaging a seismic survey is tremendous.

However, equation 1.1 hints at a few possibilities to reduce the overall cost of 

imaging:

» reduce the cost of migrating each shot (i.e. reduce Cs), while keeping Ns con

stant,

•  reduce the number of shot-records used for migration (i.e. reduce Ns), while 

keeping Cs constant, or

•  reduce both the cost of migrating each shot, Cs, and reduce the number of 

migrations necessary, Ns, at the same time.

In most scenarios, reducing the cost of migrating each shot Cs is the most practical 

approach to reducing the cost of imaging because one can choose the algorithm that 

is used for wavefield reconstruction (e.g. wavefield extrapolation or reverse-time mi

gration). However, much of today’s imaging is done in areas with complex geology, so 

computationally expensive algorithms like reverse-time migration have to be used to 

produce accurate images. Therefore, most reductions in computational cost typically
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come from advances in computer hardware. In most cases however, our ability to  

create more demanding algorithms, e.g. full anisotropic reverse-time migration, and 

acquire more data greatly exceed the rate of hardware advances.

Furthermore, reducing the number of shots, Ns, that are used during imaging is 

not typically an option because both the signal-to-noise ratio and the illumination 

of the seismic image are negatively impacted by removing sources. An alternative to 

directly reducing the number of sources is to linearly combine multiple, independent 

shot-records together into blended shot-records prior to migration as in Figure 1.1 

(Romero et al., 2000). By doing so, we can effectively reduce the number of migrations 

that are necessary from Ns to Ne, where Ne is the number of blended shot-gathers or 

experiments. Therefore, the total cost of imaging using a blended migration scheme 

becomes:

C b r m  =  NeCe. (1.2)

In equation 1.2, C b r m  is the total cost for a blended source migration, Ce is the 

cost of an individual blended record migration, which I assume to be the same as 

the SRM cost Cs. In practice, C b r m > C s as blended shots must be migrated over a 

larger migration aperture (Romero et al., 2000). In general, as the number of blended 

experiments, Ne, decreases the overall cost of blended imaging decreases. In most 

instances, the reduction in cost by blending greatly outweighs the additional cost of 

extending the migration aperture as TVe <C Ns, whereas Ce is only somewhat greater 

than Cs. The ultimate goal of blended imaging is to image using all shots in a single 

migration (Ne =  1), but a more realistic goal for blended imaging may be to reduce 

the computational cost of imaging by at least an order of magnitude.

During the blending process, each shot-record is individually weighted (or phase- 

shifted) and then all the weighted shot-gathers are summed together to form a 

blended shot-gather prior to migration (Morton, 1999; Liu, 1999; Romero et al., 2000; 

Soubaras, 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Perrone and Sava, 2009; Berkhout et al., 2009).
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To form a shot-encoding scheme, a series of blended shot-gathers are produced by- 

changing the weights for each shot-record from blended experiment to blended ex

periment. The way that the weights are changed from experiment-to-experiment, 

determines the type of encoding, and the characteristics of that encoding scheme 

(Liu, 1999; Romero et ah, 2000; Perrone and Sava, 2009). After the shot-records 

are encoded, we can reconstruct the source- and receiver-wavefields for the blended 

experiments exactly as in conventional shot-record migration. To produce an image 

using the blended wavefields we can apply the conventional cross-correlation imaging 

condition to the reconstructed wavefields as follows,

fi=(x) =  Ç E  ^ E A=W'r(x,*)J , (1.3)

where i and j  are the shot-record indices, Wj(x, t) is the i th reconstructed source 

wavefield, W} (x, t)  is the j th reconstructed receiver wavefield, e represents the blended 

shot-gathers index, A* or AJe represents the shot-encoding weight for i th or j th shot- 

record for the, eth blended experiment, t represents time, x  is a vector of locations in 

space, and N  represents the crosstalk artifacts introduced by blending. When i =  j ,  

equation 1.3 computes the correlation of wavefields related to a single shot gather. 

Conversely, when i ^  j ,  equation 1.3 computes the value of the source and receiver 

wavefields that are not physically related to one another, which introduces strong, 

coherent noise into the image that is virtually indistinguishable from the desired 

image. This strong noise is referred to as cross-talk noise (Romero et al., 2000). 

As equation 1.3 shows, the cross-talk terms exist for each blended experiment for 

each source and every other receiver wavefield which means that there is a significant 

amount of cross-talk in the final image. Due to the negative impact of cross-talk 

noise on final image quality, cross-talk noise must be sufficiently attenuated during 

the imaging procedure.
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Previous attempts to remove the cross-talk terms in equation 1.3 have focused 

on phase-shifting the shot-records in an attempt to shift the wavefields out of phase 

with one another. This methodology was first proposed by Rietveld (1994) who 

used phase-shifts to create wavefields with optimal illumination in complex geology. 

The prospect of imaging with blended wavefields was then more-or-less neglected 

until Tieman (1997) introduced plane-wave migration, and Morton (1999) used ran

dom phase-shifts to speed up imaging. Some of the more prominent phase-encoding 

schemes include: plane-wave (Temme, 1984; Tieman, 1997; Stork, 1999; Liu, 1999; 

Duquet, 1999; Stoffa et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Shan and Biondi, 

2008), random (Romero et al., 2000), harmonic (Zhang et al., 2007), plane-wave with 

dithering (Perrone and Sava, 2009), frequency dependent, sign-opposite (Sun, 1999), 

and modulated-shot migration (Soubaras, 2006). It is important to note that many 

of these schemes choose to use linear phase-shifts as a function of frequency, and are 

therefore essentially time-delay encodings. Of these encoding schemes, plane-wave is 

the most widely used due to its simple implementation and intuitive interpretation.

Regardless of the shot-encoding scheme chosen, the most powerful method for 

attenuating cross-talk noise is to simply stack the images over many blended exper

iments (or realizations) that have different cross-talk characteristics because the de

sired image stacks together, while the incoherent cross-talk noise stacks out (Romero 

et al., 2000). However, simple stacking is not sufficient to completely remove most 

of the cross-talk for many shot-encoding schemes at a suitable cost advantage over 

shot-record migration because cross-talk noise is not completely incoherent from one 

blended experiment to another (i.e. cross-talk noise stacks together) (Romero et al., 

2000). Thus, it is crucial to select encoding schemes that minimize the cross-talk noise 

during the imaging process. Subsequently, the most important unresolved question 

regarding blended imaging is: how can one select and implement an optimal shot- 

encoding scheme to produce the best quality image at the lowest possible computa
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tional cost?

The main goal of this work is to address the question of how to design an optimal 

shot-encoding scheme for blended imaging. To do so, I demonstrate in Chapter 2 that 

a common theory of blended imaging exists that allows us to quantify the effect of 

blending on the final image without any prior knowledge of the subsurface and/or the 

data. Based on the mathematical theory of blending I design amplitude encodings in 

two ways: first by matrix factorization in Chapter 3 and second by basis projection 

in Chapter 4. To demonstrate the relative advantages of each type of encoding I 

perform an one-to-one comparison of amplitude encoding, phase-shift encoding and 

time-delay encoding on the Sigsbee2A dataset. Next, I demonstrate the equivalence 

of amplitude and phase-shift encoding (plane-wave migration) in Chapter 5, which 

shows that amplitude encoding obtains identical results to time-delay encoding but 

at less computational cost. In Chapter 6, I explore the connection between blended 

imaging and sampling theory which allows us to remove overly redundant information 

as a function of frequency, thereby imposing a constraint on the cost advantage of 

blending over shot-record migration. Overall, this work provides an accurate picture 

of blended imaging from a holistic point of view which is something thus far missing 

from the seismic imaging literature.
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1.1: A schematic of the blending process. On the left, the individual shot-records, as 
acquired in the field are combined together by weighting each shot-record and then 
summing all the shot-records together to produce a single blended record (right). By 
changing the weighting scheme for each shot-record (green and blue arrows) I can 
produce different realizations of blended shot-records (right).
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1 .2 : An example of how crosstalk contaminates the final stacked image for blended 
images. The top image (a) is constructed using conventional shot-record migration. 
The bottom  image (b) is constructed using random time-delay encoding, which in
troduces cross-talk artifacts that severely degrade the quality of the image.
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CHAPTER 2 

A THEORY OF BLENDED SOURCE IMAGING

As previously mentioned, shot-encoding introduces strong cross-talk noise into the 

final image. Because both the characteristics of the cross-talk noise and the strength 

of the noise (relative to the desired image) are controlled by the shot-encoding scheme 

the encoding scheme must be carefully designed (Tieman, 1997; Romero et ah, 2000; 

Perrone and Sava, 2009). Some issues that affect the design of a shot-encoding scheme 

are:

•  1 - shot-records that are spatially close to one another contain nearly identical 

information, and combining them together results in lower spatial resolution in 

the image;

•  2 - shot-records from sources that are spatially distant from one another may 

interfere at greater depths in the image, thereby producing strong cross-talk 

noise with geologic-like dips;

• 3 - shot-records that are out of phase with one-another produce strong cross-talk 

that is not easily attenuated by stacking.

Additionally, an optimal shot-encoding scheme requires the fewest number of blended 

experiments to produce the highest quality image compared to other shot-encoding 

schemes. Thus, we are faced with a major dilemma when designing shot-encoding 

schemes: to reduce the effect of cross-talk on our image quality we must use many 

blended experiments to attenuate the cross-talk noise by stacking, but each additional 

blended experiment reduces the cost advantage of blending over conventional shot- 

record migration.
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2 .1  M a t r i x  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  s e is m ic  i m a g i n g

To design blended source encoding schemes, I could start by randomly selecting 

possible encoding schemes. However, this search spans a space that is infinitely large, 

and there is no guarantee that one would ever find an optimal encoding. Rather, I find 

that conventional seismic imaging can be described by a series of matrix operations, 

which can be expanded to include blended source imaging. The matrix representation 

allows us to determine the overall suitability of a shot-encoding scheme by determining 

the amount of cross-talk in the migrated image in advance.

To start, I revisit conventional shot-record migration, which is composed of two 

steps: wavefield reconstruction and the application of an imaging condition, which 

produces an image R  as follows,

=  (2 -1 ) 
t i

For each shot gather, the source- and receiver-wavefields, Wj and respectively, are 

reconstructed separately. Then, the two wavefields are cross-correlated and summed 

over time or frequency, depending on the domain, to form a partial image. All of the 

partial images are then stacked together to form the final image. Mathematically, 

each source and receiver-wavefield can be thought to be an element in a vector that 

holds all source- or receiver-wavefields respectively,

W s =  [ W l W l . . . ,W ' s , . . . ,W » ‘] , (2.2)

w *  =  [W A .W *- .W k- .w £*] .  (2.3)

where W g and W r are row vectors, N s is the number of shot-gathers, composed of 

the back projected wavefields, W ls  and W^, respectively as in 2.2(a). The ith elements 

of both W s and W # correspond to the same physical shot-gather. Thus, conventional
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2.1: Conventional seismic imaging involves two main steps: wavefield reconstruction 
and the application of the imaging condition. Here the Ws and W r  wavefields are the 
constructed source- and receiver-wavefields respectively. The multiplication operator 
represents the application of the conventional cross-correlation imaging condition and 
the stack over time or frequency depending on which domain the wavefields are in. 
The image R  is produced from a single shot-record. This process is repeated for each 
shot-record in a seismic survey.

seismic imaging is equivalent to the inner product of the two vectors,

R =  W s W g , (2.4)

where R is the constructed image, H  is the complex-conjugate transpose, and the 

multiplication of two elements of the matrix is actually the application of the imaging 

condition between those wavefields, 2.2(b). As indicated earlier, the application of 

the imaging condition implies a summation over either time or frequency depending 

on which domain I use for wavefield reconstruction. The summation over elements of 

the vectors implies stacking the partial images together.
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2.2: In the matrix representation scheme the source- and receiver-wavefield vectors 
W s  and W r (a) and contain full wavefields corresponding to each individual shot- 
record. In this scheme conventional imaging (b) is represented by the dot product of 
the source- and receiver-wavefield vectors W s  and W r .
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2 . 2  T h e  e n c o d in g  m a t r i x

In order to expand this notation to blended source imaging, I introduce an addi

tional matrix, which I call the encoding matrix E. The encoding matrix is an Ns x Ne 

matrix, where Ne is the number of blended experiments and Ns is the number of shots 

(wavefields) in the survey. Each column in the encoding matrix corresponds to a sin

gle blended experiment (realization), while each row acts as a weight for a particular 

source- or receiver-wavefield. Thus, each column in the encoding matrix weighs all 

wavefields to determine how to combine them together prior to imaging. To formally 

define the encoding matrix, I introduce the matrix notation E^n, where the m  index 

corresponds to the row (or shot index) and n corresponds to the colum, or blended 

experiment index. The encoding matrix contains weights which may be fractional, 

positive or negative, and may even be complex-valued. I note that the physical mean

ing of the weights changes based on their format. For example, real-valued weights 

correspond to weighting the entire contribution of full wavefields (amplitude encod

ing), whereas complex-valued weights represent phase-shifting wavefields as in 2.3(a). 

Additionally, it is possible to combine both amplitude and phase-shifts together, 

which can be represented mathematically as,

A m , n  6Xp( j ( p m , n ) i  (2-5)

where A  is the amplitude weight for the mth shot-record for the nth blended exper

iment, (pTn,n is the corresponding phase-shift for that shot-record, and j  is the \ / —I. 

Amplitude only encodings are represented in equation 2.5 by letting <pm)n =  0 for all 

m  and n. Conversely, phase-encodings are obtained when Am n =  1 for all m  and n.

Because I generally assume that I can treat frequencies independently from one an

other, a different encoding matrix may exist for each frequency simultaneously. Thus, 

the encoding matrix is actually a three-dimensional matrix whose third dimension is
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frequency, uj, and E is a function of w in the most general case. Mathematically, I 

can represent the frequency-dependence of an element in the encoding matrix as:

(w) Am>n(ïü)exp( j4>m,n (^)) (2.6)

where Am>n(o;) is the amplitude weight for the frequency, w, and (pm,n (w) is the phase-.

are time-delay encodings where (l>m,n(w) =  27rcvTm)n, which causes a hnear-shift of

For simplicity I only consider the frequency independent case where E(u) =  E for 

all iv, but the framework that I develop is equally valid for both frequency dependent 

and frequency independent encodings. For reference, Figure 2.3(b) depicts a sample 

amplitude-only encoding matrix where the weights are real-valued, binary (1 or 0) 

whose effect is to select only some wavefields per blended experiment.

2 .3  M a t r i x  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  b l e n d e d  i m a g i n g

The encoding matrix reduces the effective number of reconstructed wavefields that 

are used for imaging by projecting the wavefield vector onto the encoding matrix, 

thereby reducing the dimensionality of the wavefield vector as follows:

encoding matrix E, and B is the blended wavefield vector for the source- or receiver-

shift for the same frequency. A special case of frequency dependent phase-encodings

phase as a function of frequency. Due to the symmetry of the time and frequency 

domain, it is also possible to consider time-dependent encodings, where a different 

encoding is used for each time-step, but it is not clear if there is an advantage to 

doing so.

(2.7)

where W E is the projection of the wavefield vector (i.e. W s or W #) onto the
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2.3: The encoding m atrix (a) is composed of weights of the form A exp(—j'0) where A 
is the amplitude weighting term, and ç  is the phase-shift to be applied. To blend the 
wavefields, I project the wavefield vector onto the encoding matrix (b) to produced 
the blended wavefield vector B 5 .
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2.4: The blended imaging process is expressed as the projection of the wavefields 
onto the encoding matrix, and then rearranged to  obtain the correct dimensionality 
for the matrix products (a). If I substitute the expressions for the blended source and 
receiver-wavefields B 5  and B #  respectively (b), then the blended imaging process is 
summed up by the expression B ^B ^  =  R +  X.
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wavefields (i.e. Bg or B^). Therefore, Bg is the 1 x ATe row vector of combined 

source-wavefields and B# is an Are x 1 column vector of combined receiver-wavefields. 

Because the migration operator is linear, I can perform the combination of the source- 

and receiver-data, the product of W E, prior to wavefield reconstruction, thus reducing 

the necessary number of migrations from Ns to Ne. The final blended source image 

Re is represented by

Re =  B SB g, (2.8)

and is shown in 2.4(a) . By substituting the expressions for B s  and B #  from equa

tion 2.7 into equation 2.8, I obtain

Re =  W sEEhW £, (2.9)

which is similar to equation 2.4 and is illustrated in Figure 2.4(b). I refer to the

product EE ^ as the cross-talk matrix C, which is square and has dimensions of

Ns x Ns. Thus, equation 2.9 can be written as

Re =  R +  X  =  W gC W g, (2.10)

where X  represents the cross-talk noise added to the conventional image. The cross

talk matrix C is similar to the identity I, but with additional off-diagonal terms 

as shown in 2.5(a). This is a convenient description because equation 2.4 can be 

rewritten to include the identity matrix I, 2.5(b), to represent the pairing of each 

source wavefield with its corresponding receiver wavefield as:

Re =  R =  W glW g. (2.11)

Thus, the C matrix represents the formation of the conventional seismic image (i.e 

the diagonal terms) plus additional terms in the off-diagonals representing the pairing
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(a)

(b)

2.5: The product of the encoding matrix with its conjugate transpose produces the 
cross-talk matrix C. The cross-talk m atrix (a) for a blended image is composed 
of the diagonal component which represents the conventional image, plus the off- 
diagonal components (yellow squares) tha t represent the pairing of wavefields not 
physically related to one another. As (b) shows, conventional shot-record migration 
is simply a special case of the cross-talk m atrix where the cross-talk m atrix is unitary, 
representing only the pairing of wavefields th a t are physically related to  one another.
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of wavefields that are not physically related to one another. Subsequently, the off- 

diagonal components of the C matrix are the cross-talk terms that I generate by using 

a certain encoding matrix E. I note that the matrix representation in equation 2.10 

is a more generic finding of what Soubaras (2006) and Tieman (1997) previously 

discussed.

2 .4  C r i t i c a l  a s s u m p t io n s  i n  t h e  m a t r i x  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  t h e o r y

It is critical to note that there are no additional assumptions that are commonly 

believed to affect shot-encoding schemes. Some of the common assumptions that do 

not apply to this theory of blending include:

•  A fixed acquisition geometry. Since the theory is developed using wavefields, 

instead of shot-records I do not impose any constraint on source and receiver 

acquisition geometry. In fact, the source and receiver wavefields can have arbi

trary receiver geometries, even completely independent of one-another.

•  A requirement on shot-ordering (i.e. nearby shots must be blended in a certain 

way). As previously mentioned, the framework that I develop is acquisition 

geometry independent. Furthermore, as long as the product of EE77 =  I, the 

blended image will be cross-talk free, regardless of how the shots are ordered in 

the encoding matrix (even when randomly ordered).

•  I do not make an assumption regarding the velocity model in equation 2.10. 

Because there is no assumption about the velocity model, I find that the the

ory works for arbitrarily complex velocity models. Additionally, the theory of 

blended imaging works even when I use the incorrect velocity model for mi

gration, because the cross-talk phenomena is solely dependent on the encoding 

scheme used provided that the migration operator is linear.
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•  Lastly, there is no requirement that the shot-records be evenly and uniformly 

sampled in space as equation 2.10 shows.

2 .5  D e s i g n i n g  o p t i m a l  s h o t - e n c o d i n g  s c h e m e s

By examining equations 2.10 and 2.11, I find that the problem of designing opti

mal shot-encoding schemes becomes the problem of finding a cross-talk matrix C that 

is as close to the identity matrix I  as possible in order to minimize the cross-talk in 

the image Re. Consequently, the process of choosing shot-encoding scheme becomes 

one of determining an encoding matrix E  such that EEH has the fewest off-diagonal 

components, or E E H %  I  If an encoding exists such that EEH =  I ,  then I can pro

duce the same image as shot-record migration, at a cost proportional to the number 

of blended source experiments iVe, instead of Ns (Soubaras, 2006).

2 .6  T h e  f o r w a r d  p r o b l e m

The question of how to create an optimal shot-encoding then becomes a question 

of how to choose a rectangular matrix E  such that EE^ «  I .  I define the problem of: 

finding E  such that EEH % I ,  subject to cost constraints (number of columns of) E  

as the forward problem. In mathematics, a well-known solution to the ideal forward 

problem is through the construction of any orthonormal basis (or unitary matrix).

For reference, a matrix Q  is defined to be an orthonormal basis if Q HQ =  I  and 

Q Q ^  =  I ,  which implies that the row and column vectors are orthogonal to one 

another, and that the norm of each vector is one. Thus, I can reconstruct the identity 

matrix I  from EE^, if I use an orthonormal basis for our encoding matrix E. Unfor

tunately, orthonormal bases are represented by square matrices of the same size as 

that of the parent matrix or the same size as C which is Ns x N3 in our case. There

fore, an orthonormal basis encoding matrix provides no cost advantage compared to 

standard shot-record imaging because I would have to perform Ns migrations, the
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same number as conventional shot-record migration.

While it may not be possible to directly use an orthonormal basis for an encoding 

matrix, one option is to truncate the columns of the orthonormal basis to form an 

encoding matrix that provides a substantial cost reduction. The missing columns 

contain information that is lost in the reconstructed image. Thus, the goal in the 

forward scheme is to truncate the encoding matrix (orthonormal basis) such that the 

missing information degrades the image quality only slightly. Soubaras (2006) arrived 

at a similar idea using a discrete Fourier basis for his experiments.

A logical choice for an orthonormal basis to use as an encoding matrix is the 

identity matrix itself. To do so, I would truncate columns starting from the end 

of the identity matrix I to form the encoding matrix E such that it is N s x N e. 

However, truncating the identity matrix to form the encoding matrix removes entire 

shot-gathers from the reconstructed EE^ matrix which is not optimal because all of 

the shots should be used for imaging. Therefore only encoding matrices (truncated 

orthonormal bases) that use all of the shots are viable for consideration as encoding 

matrices.

However, there are questions that remain as to which orthogonal bases should 

be used. For example, should I prefer bases that are sparse, or that have specific 

characteristics in terms of how fast they reconstruct the image? Are there specific 

bases that optimally rebuild signals in as few columns as possible? Lastly, which 

orthogonal bases are real-valued only (i.e. amplitude encodings)?

2 . 7  T h e  in v e r s e  p r o b l e m

An alternative to the forward problem is to start with a desired cross-talk matrix 

C, and to decompose (or factorize) it into an encoding matrix of particular shape. I 

refer to this approach to find an encoding matrix as solving the inverse problem.

To solve the inverse problem, I formulate it as an optimization problem where one
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can minimize the error between the cross-talk matrix for a given encoding with the 

ideal cross-talk matrix (the identity matrix). Formally, a simple optimization scheme 

would use an objective function of the form:

» = | | E E " - I | | p . (2.12)

In this case, #  is the objective function using the lp-norm of choice. It is important 

to note, that this optimization problem is not trivial to solve because:

• the problem is highly non-linear,

• the gradient of the functional with respect to the encoding matrix is not known,

•  the choice of the norm is arbitrary, and greatly influences the outcome,

• and the system EE^ is severely under-determined.

Due to these issues, I have opted not to explore optimization solutions to this problem. 

Instead, I choose to focus on factorization approaches to indirectly solve the optimiza

tion problem. Some factorizations that are popular in the optimization community 

are: Cholesky factorization, eigendecomposition, and singular value decomposition. 

The main difference in the factorizations are the additional constraints that certain 

factorizations require on the matrix to be decomposed.

2 .8  C o s t  c o m p a r is o n

The most crucial component of blended imaging is assessing the computational 

advantage that blending provides relative to conventional shot-record migration and 

to other encodings. To do so, I first restate the cost of conventional shot record 

migration as,

C s r m  =  C s N s , ( 2 .1 3 )
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where C s r m  is the total cost of shot-record migration, C s  is the cost of imaging each 

shot-gather, and Ns is the number of shot gathers. For blended imaging, where the 

encoding matrix is not frequency dependent, the overall cost is:

C r r m  =  C b N b , (2.14)

where C b r m  is the cost of blended imaging, C b  is the cost of blending and N b  is 

the number of blended experiments. However it’s not clear whether there is a real 

cost-advantage merely be examining equation 2.13 and equation 2.14 because Cb is 

usually greater than Cs due to the larger migration volume, while N b is less than Ns  

due to blending. To gain more insight, I expand Cb and Cs for the case of downward 

continuation migration in three dimensions. For downward continuation, the cost of 

migrating a single shot-record is proportional to:

Cg =  2F#x;V y% #w  =  (2.15)

In equation 2.15, Nx, Ny  and Nz  are the number of points in the migration volume for 

a single shot-record in their respective dimensions, is the number of frequencies,

F  is the number of floating point operations per point in space and frequency, and 2

represents the cost of extrapolating both the source and receiver wavefields. I combine 

N x N y N z  into a single term Ls, which is the migration volume for a single shot-record. 

In the blended case, the migration volume Lb is the number of distinct points from 

the migration volume of each shot-gather in the blended shot-gather. For example, 

if the blended shot-record consists of shot-records that have independent migration 

volumes, then Lb =  NsLs- Conversely, if the blended shot-gather is composed of 

shots that have almost identical migration volumes, then Lb is the number of distinct 

points in sum of the individual shot-record migration volume. Mathematically, Lb 

is described as the distinct union of all points in the migration volumes for all shot-
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gathers in the blended shot gathers as follows:

(2.16)

By substituting equation 2.16 into equation 2.15, I produce the following expression 

for the cost of migrating a single blended shot-gather,

I take the ratio of equation 2.13 and equation 2.14, substituting the appropriate values 

for Cs and Cb to produce,

where C  is the cost ratio of shot-record migration to blended record migration. The 

value of C  directly gives us a relative cost-ratio of shot-record migration to blended 

migration. For example, if C  is greater than one, then blended imaging is more 

efficient than shot-record migration. Conversely, if C  is less than one, then shot-record 

migration is more efficient than blended imaging. For most practical purposes, a 

blended imaging scheme must at least break-even with SRM (C =  1) to be considered 

a success, while a good blending scheme would significantly reduce the cost of imaging 

by at least two-fold, C>2. It is important to note that the reduction in the number 

of experiments needed for blended imaging N b is countered by the increase in the 

migration volume Lb (Zhang et al., 2005; Romero et al., 2000; Liu, 1999).

If the encoding matrix is frequency dependent, then the cost of blended imaging 

may depend on frequency if the number of encodings varies as a function of frequency.

Cb =  2FLb Nu. (2.17)

_  2FLsNsNU} _  L sN s (2.18)
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Thus, equation 2.14 becomes:

C b r m  — 2 F L b  N b { w ) -  (2.19)
u

Again, taking the ratio of equation 2.19 and equation 2.13, I arrive at the following 

expression in the most general of terms for the ratio of the cost of blending and 

shot-record migration:

C  =  Lb ^ J n b ^ Y  (2 '20)

As with equation 2.18, when the value of C  in equation 2.20 is less than 1, then SRM 

is less costly than blended imaging. If C  is greater than 1, then SRM is more costly 

than blended imaging.

2 .9  C o n n e c t io n  t o  o t h e r  f i e ld s

Blended imaging is remarkably similar to problems studied in other fields such as: 

data compression, telecommunications, and digital signal processing.

2 .9 . 1  D a t a  c o m p r e s s io n

In particular, the concept of projecting the wavefields onto an orthonormal basis

and truncating the resulting matrix is directly similar to lossy data compression

algorithms referred to as transform algorithms (Rabbani, 1991; Salomon, 2007). Some 

common orthonormal bases used in transform compression include: Fourier, various 

wavelet bases, and the discrete cosine basis. The key difference between the bases is 

the level of compression at a certain level of truncation and the quality of the recovered 

data at a specific level of compression. In all cases, data are irreversibly lost once the 

orthonormal basis is truncated, because the transform is no longer orthogonal, and 

the signal is subsequently no longer fully reconstructed. In the context of the imaging 

problem, the loss of data due to compression corresponds to an irreversible loss of
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image quality. However, if the degradation of the image is not overly noticeable, then 

the advantage of compression may be large enough to justify the degradation of the 

image.

2 . 9 . 2  T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s

Blended imaging is also closely related to the subject of cross-talk elimination 

in modern telecommunications (Sklar, 2001). In the context of telecommunications, 

the problem is that we often want to transmit data from multiple sources (e.g. cell

phones) simultaneously over a narrow bandwidth of the EM spectrum. In order to 

avoid eavesdropping on someone else’s conversation (or to avoid cross-talk) radio en

gineers encode (or modulate) EM transmissions in almost the same manner as shot- 

record encoding. Some of the most effective telecommunication encoding schemes 

include: frequency modulation, amplitude modulation, phase-shift modulation, or

thogonal frequency-division multiplexing and CDMA (Sklar, 2001). However, these 

encoding schemes are not usually identical to shot-record encoding schemes because 

we typically do not use multiple realizations in telecommunications, as that would 

require sending the same signal repeatedly. Therefore, only a few of the telecom

munication encodings can converted into a shot-record encoding scheme. In almost 

all cases, the direct application of telecommunication encoding schemes substantially 

increase the amount of computational effort required for imaging because they rely on 

separation in time or frequency, which reduces the cost advantage of blended imaging.

2 . 9 . 3  D i g i t a l  f i l t e r  d e s ig n

The matrix representation theory of blended imaging is most closely related to 

discrete digital filters because the convolution of any linear, digital filter with a signal
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is equivalent to product of matrices in the form of:

V  =  (2.21)

In equation 2.21, Y  represents the output signal vector, X  is the input signal vector, 

and H  is the impulse response of the linear filter, which is usually represented as a 

row-vector, but can be rectangular matrix (Strang, 1997; Oppenheim, 1999). Because 

equations 2.10 and 2.21 are identical, I can consider the encoding matrix to be a linear 

filter that is applied to the reconstructed source- and receiver-wavefields.

Furthermore, because the encoding matrix acts over shots, the equivalent filter, 

equation 2.21, acts as a filter in the space domain, meaning that all encoding matrices 

are essentially spatial filters. As with all discrete filters, the frequency response 

(or wave-number response in the case of the encoding matrix) can be obtained by 

converting the encoding matrix from the space-domain to the wave-number domain 

using the discrete Fourier transform which may be useful for comparing encodings 

(Oppenheim, 1999). Since the cross-talk matrix, C, perfectly describes the result 

of encoding, I can also extract useful information about the result of the encoding 

(filtering) process directly from the cross-talk matrix. For example, if the cross

talk matrix is Toeplitz, meaning the diagonals are consistent, then the filter is shift- 

invariant (Strang, 1997). Shift-invariance is important for shot-encoding schemes 

because shift-invariant encodings produce the same image regardless of which shot 

the encoding matrix is started on (i.e. the order of the shots in the encoding matrix 

does not affect the final blended image).
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CHAPTER 3 

AMPLITUDE ENCODING USING SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

Due to data loss, it is impossible to reconstruct the identity matrix from the 

product of EE^. An alternate way of approaching the problem is to design the cross

talk matrix C in advance so that it is close to the I matrix, and then decompose the C 

matrix into two matrices E and E^ using singular value decomposition (Eckart and 

Young, 1936). The benefit is that I control how close the approximation C is to the I 

matrix. In this way, the problem can be reformulated as an inverse problem. Overall, 

I demonstrate that SVD produces viable amplitude encodings, but ultimately the 

encodings are suboptimal because I do not know how to optimally design the cross

talk matrix for factorization.

3 .1  S i n g u l a r  v a lu e  d e c o m p o s i t io n

In SVD, the matrix A  is approximated by,

A  =  U £ V t , (3.1)

where A  is an (M x N)  matrix, U  is (M  x N )  matrix of the left singular vectors, £  is 

an N  x N  diagonal matrix corresponding to the singular values, and V r is (TV x Ar) 

matrix of the right singular vectors. In the special case where A  is a real-valued, 

square, and symmetric matrix, which is the case for some cross-talk matrices, then 

U  = V  and equation 3.1 become:

C =  U £ U t . (3.2)

This expression is similar to C =  EE^ except that in equation 3.2 U  is a square 

matrix and that £  is present. Therefore, I must truncate the matrix U  to form the
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encoding matrix, i.e. E % U tc where U%. is the truncated matrix U  . In order to 

formalize the relationship between the encoding matrix E and the singular vectors 

U  , I truncate the columns of U  (singular vectors) according to SVD theory, which 

indicates that I should keep the first Ne columns corresponding to the largest singu

lar values. Large singular values indicate which singular vectors contribute most to 

the reconstruction of the matrix C. Conversely, small singular values (close to zero) 

indicate that a singular vector does not have a significant contribution to the recon

struction of C. Additionally, I split the singular value matrix (which is diagonal), a, 

by taking the square root of the matrix and multiplying it to Utc- Therefore, E  and 

E^ are respectively:

E =  U tc V ^ c ,  (3.3)

E "  =  V Ï> U £ .

I note that in this case, the conjugate-transpose of E is equivalent to the transpose 

of E because the matrix E is real-valued, i.e.EH =  ET. I refer to the constructed 

encoding matrix E  in equation 3.4 as the Truncated Singular Vector (TSV) encoding. 

The product of E E T is an approximation to C, as a result of truncating [/, and C is 

an approximation of the identity matrix / ,  by design (i.e. EET «  C «  I).

3.2 C hoice o f  crosstalk  m atrix

The construction of the C matrix to approximate I for the TSV encoding is of 

paramount importance to the quality of the final image Re because a C that is not 

similar to the identity matrix will introduce strong cross-talk into the final image. 

Two options for possible C matrices that approximate I are: a banded diagonal, and 

a banded diagonal using a Gaussian band. Banding the diagonal is equivalent to 

applying a boxcar filter to the I matrix, as in Figure 3.1(a). For the boxcar filter, the
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Boxcar Approximation to  the Identity Matrix Gaussian Approximation to the Identity Matrix

S h o t#  S h o t#

(a) (b)
3.1: Example of the boxcar banding (a) and the Gaussian banding (b) of the diagonal 
of a cross-talk m atrix as an approximation to the identity matrix for 250 shots. 
If I order the shots in the encoding matrix by spatial location, then the banding 
indicates cross-talk th a t results in the loss of spatial resolution, because the cross
talk is equivalent to adding nearby shots together.

full window width is defined as a — 2V3o", where a is the window width and a  is the 

standard deviation. For the Gaussian banded diagonal, I apply a Gaussian filter to  

the I  m atrix which gradually tapers the values away from the main diagonal in the 

approximating matrix as in Figure 3.1(b). The Gaussian filter is defined as the normal 

distribution with a mean // and a standard deviation a. In both cases, the additional 

bands near the main diagonal represent the strong combination of nearby shots in 

the encoding matrix (provided I order shots in the encoding matrix by proximity in 

space). Physically, this is identical to constructing small plane-waves, which results 

in a loss of spatial resolution because the shots constructively interfere together based 

on the width of the banding in the diagonal (i.e. the wider the diagonal the greater 

the loss in spatial resolution). However, if the width of the band is sufficiently small 

then the loss in spatial resolution is negligible.

There are many other options for possible C matrices, and this is by no means 

a comprehensive discussion. Our examples demonstrate how SVD can be used to 

approximate the Gaussian and boxcar diagonal matrices, and to reconstruct images
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that are very close to the image obtained by shot-record migration.

3 . 3  R e s u l t s

To demonstrate the TSV encoding, I encode all 500 shots from the Sigsbee2A salt- 

model dataset. Figure A.4(a) shows the encoding matrix constructed using a boxcar 

function for banding the diagonal with a half-width of 1 3  shots. For comparison, 

Figure A.7(a) shows the encoding matrix for the Gaussian banded cross-talk matrix. 

For the Gaussian TSV encoding, I construct an identity matrix with a Gaussian on 

the main diagonal with <7 =  13 shots. I then decompose the designed C matrix into 

the encoding matrix, Figure A. 7(a). Both encodings are quite similar to one another, 

until the 30th encoding, at which point the boxcar encoding matrix must include 

additional experiments to reconstruct the hard boundary in the cross-talk matrix.

I use a subset of each encoding matrix shown in Figures A.4(a)-A.7(a) for 25, 50 

and 100 encodings by simply truncating the encoding matrix to the adequate num

ber of encodings. Figures A.2(b)-A.4(b) show the reconstructed cross-talk matrix 

from using the truncated encoding matrix for the boxcar encoded dataset, and Fig

ures A.5(b)-A.7(b) show the cross-talk matrices for the Gaussian banded dataset. I 

note that the cross-talk matrices are similar regardless of the type of banding used 

in the designed cross-talk matrix. However, the diagonal of the cross-talk matrix 

for both encodings is not unitary, meaning that some shots are unevenly weighted 

with respect to their neighbors. Overall this effect is smaller for the Gaussian banded 

encoding, versus the boxcar banded encoding.

The encoded shot-records are migrated using a downward continuation wavefield 

extrapolation engine with a conventional cross-correlation imaging condition. The 

final images for the boxcar banded TSV encoding are shown Figures A.2(c)-A.4(c). 

For comparison, Figures A.5(c)-A. 7(c) show the final images for the Gaussian TSV 

encoding at the same number of encodings as the boxcar encoding scheme.
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3 .4  D is c u s s io n

There are only subtle differences between the images for the boxcar and Gaussian 

TSV encodings, which is not surprising because the boxcar and Gaussian cross-talk 

matrices used to construct the C matrix used for decomposition axe quite similar. Be

cause the cross-talk matrices used for factorization are similar, SVD produces nearly 

identical orthogonal bases for the singular vectors which I use to construct the encod

ing matrix, which explains why the encodings are quite similar, Figure A.4(a) and 

Figure A.7(a). However, I note that the encoding matrices are quite different after 30 

encodings, because the boxcar encoding includes what appear to be sporadic weights 

in an attempt to reconstruct the hard boundary in the initial cross-talk matrix. The 

Gaussian encoding by comparison smoothly tapers from large values to small weights 

as the number of encodings increases, which explains why the image quality does not 

really improve as I increase the number of encodings: additional encodings do not 

add much new information to the image. I see this same phenomena in the boxcar 

encoding matrix as well.

The image quality of the migrated images is suboptimal, Figures A.5(c)-A.7(c) 

and Figures A.2(c)-A.4(c), especially when compared against the decimated shot- 

record migration images, Figures A.61(a)-A.61(c), at comparable cost. The lack of 

quality is caused by the presence of small weight encodings in the encoding matrix, 

Figure A.7(a). In order to rectify this problem I should choose a different cross-talk 

matrix to decompose for our encoding, but it is not entirely clear how I should design 

the cross-talk matrix to maximize the contribution of each additional encoding.
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CHAPTER 4

AMPLITUDE ENCODING BY BASIS PROJECTION

As the theory of blended imaging shows, the outcome of blended imaging is fun

damentally determined by the choice of the basis that one projects the source- and 

receiver-wavefields onto. Because different bases reconstruct the cross-talk matrix 

with different efficiency, and in a different fashion (i.e. produce different cross-talk 

matrices), the choice of which basis to project onto is critical. To illustrate the effect 

of choosing a basis, I demonstrate the effect of using different bases for encoding when 

the number of experiments is fixed on the Sigsbee2A dataset. In each case, the basis 

that I chose is orthogonal, meaning that if I choose to use the same number of encod

ings as shots, that the results are identical to that of shot-record migration. When 

I use a fewer number of encodings (i.e. truncate the basis), the resultant images are 

different because of how different bases gradually reconstruct the identity matrix.

I start by discussing two previously known encoding schemes: plane-wave migra

tion and modulâted-shot migration. Then, I extend the same principles for phase- 

encodings to real-valued bases (e.g. amplitude-only encodings). For amplitude-only 

encodings, I demonstrate the usage of: the discrete cosine and sine transforms, the 

discrete Hartley transform, and a custom pseudo-basis. Additionally, I examine the 

possibility of using wavelet bases for blended imaging, because they are well-known 

bases with interesting properties such as sparsity. In all cases, the encodings in this 

chapter are frequency independent, meaning that I encode every frequency in the 

dataset for each encoding. I refer to this type of encoding as “fixed cost” encoding, 

meaning that I compare the image quality of different encoding schemes at the same 

number of blended experiments.
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4 .1  C o n v e r t i n g  a n  o r t h g o n a l  b a s is  t o  a n  e n c o d in g

As I discuss in Section 2.6, orthogonal bases are natural candidates for encodings 

for two reasons: 1 - the row and column vectors are orthogonal to one another which 

means that the information in them is unique, and 2 - the product of the orthogonal 

basis with its transpose is the identity matrix, which is one of the goals for designing 

an encoding matrix. However, all orthogonal bases are square matrices, by definition, 

which means that I do not want to directly convert an orthogonal basis into an 

encoding matrix because it would require using the same number of encodings as 

shots in the survey (i.e. Ne =  Ns) which would not save any cost.

Instead, I convert the orthogonal basis into an encoding matrix by simply truncat

ing the column vectors of the orthogonal basis. For example, if I have an orthogonal 

basis matrix, Q, which is (Ns x TV’s), then I construct the encoding matrix as follows,

Em,)! =  Qm,Tl7 H ~  0, 1, ..., ATe, (4.1)

where Ne is the number of blended experiments to be used, m  is the shot-record index, 

and n is the blended experiment index. The main question regarding truncation is 

which column vectors should be kept in the encoding matrix. For example, should 

I just take the first Ne columns from the orthogonal basis? Or should I use some 

other combination. There is little guidance on this subject, but I propose using the 

first Ne columns of the orthogonal basis and using that to form the encoding matrix 

since this typically reconstructs a cross-talk matrix that is banded along the main 

diagonal. However, other choices for columns may be possible, but I would need 

additional information to make that decision, such as information about the strength 

of the cross-talk.

Additionally, it is important to note that the ideal situation would be to use a 

rectangular orthogonal basis as an encoding matrix. As far as I know, no such or
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thogonal basis (matrix) exists because it would imply that one could fully reconstruct 

the image using fewer encodings than shot-records, which would violate the “no ffee- 

lunch” principle. Even though the optimal basis does not exist, I still examine the 

effects of truncating already known, square orthogonal bases.

4 .2  F o u r i e r - r e l a t e d  e n c o d in g s

A well-known orthonormal basis is the complex-valued Fourier basis (Strang, 1997; 

Oppenheim, 1999; Soubaras, 2006). Because the Fourier basis is well studied, I might 

logically start by looking for encodings using the Fourier basis. In fact, two such 

encodings are already well-known: modulated shot-migration (Soubaras, 2006) and 

plane-wave migration (Tieman, 1997; Liu, 1999; Zhang et al., 2005) , both of which 

are phase-shift encodings. Additionally, real-valued encodings (amplitude only) exist 

that are closely related to the Fourier basis, such as: the discrete cosine transform, 

the Hartley basis, and the trigonometric pseudo-basis. Since all of these encodings 

are related to the Fourier basis, they share some common features. For example, 

all of the aforementioned encodings can be understood in the spatial-wavenumber 

domain, and are affected by the periodization distance. I start my discussion with 

these features to explain how they affect Fourier encodings.

4 .2 . 1  S p a t i a l - s a m p l i n g  a n d  p e r i o d i z a t i o n  d is t a n c e

To produce a Fourier-related encoding scheme, I truncate the matrix by keeping 

the first Ne columns of the orthonormal basis which corresponds to selecting complex 

or real-valued sinusoids with certain angular frequencies from the basis. In most 

cases, I keep sinusoids with low frequencies in the encoding matrix, which constructs 

a portion of the image with a limited spatial frequency band, (Stork, 1999; Zhang 

et al., 2005; Soubaras, 2006). This relationship is derived directly from the Fourier 

basis encoding matrix, also known as modulated-shot migration (Soubaras, 2006).
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For reference, the discrete Fourier transform encoding matrix is given by,

Em>n =  cos (27Tmn/p) — j s in  (27rmn/p) , (4.2)

where m  is the shot index, n is the encoding index, and p  is the periodization distance, 

which is typically Ns for the unitary DFT matrix. If I substitute into equation 4.2, 

m =  xm/A x  where A x  is the shot-sampling interval, and the periodization distance 

xp is pAx,  then equation 4.2 becomes:

Em,„ =  cos (27TXmn /(x p)) -  j s in  (2TTXmn l (xp) ) . (4.3)

If I let K  represent the spatial wave-number, and A K  =  1 /p A x  then equation 4.3 is 

equivalent to:

'Em,n =  cos (27rxmn A K )  — j s in  (27rxrnn A K ) . (4.4)

From equation 4.3 it is clear that when the encoding matrix is square then the encod

ing matrix is unitary, which follows from the DFT basis. Additionally, equation 4.4 

shows that each additional encoding (specified by the n-index) increases the angular 

frequency of the argument to the sine and cosine functions. By using the relationship, 

K  =  nAK,  equation 4.4 shows that each encoding adds an additional spatial wave 

number to the encoding matrix up to the maximum spatial wave-number as specified 

by the Nyquist sampling criterion (i.e. in the limit DFT encoding is equivalent to

SRM). However, when I truncate the DFT basis or truncate the encoding matrix, I

do not sample all possible wave-numbers up to the Nyquist criterion, which means 

that I do not fully sample in the wave-number domain. Since I usually prefer to keep 

encodings corresponding to low wave-numbers, I wind up constructing an encoding 

matrix that is equivalent to an ideal low-pass spatial filter, when I truncate Fourier 

related bases. It’s important to note that the ideal low-pass filter for complex-valued
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bases (i.e. the Fourier basis) are not zero-phase, which means that the shot-records 

are phase-shifted with respect to one another. For comparison, real-valued encod

ings always produce a low-pass spatial filter that is zero-phase, because there is no 

complex component to the encoding matrix.

The periodization distance is also a critical parameter that greatly affects the 

outcome of a Fourier-related encoding scheme because if equation 4.2 is changed so 

that p 7̂  jVs, or if I change the periodization distance to be less than NsAx  then I 

change the period of the sinusoids in the encoding matrix from Ns to p. By changing 

the period, I change the spatial sampling rate, A K .  Typically, A K  becomes larger, 

meaning that the same number of encodings obtain more spatial information than 

before (i.e. the quality of the image improves). At the same time, changing the 

periodization distance introduces strong, coherent cross-talk between shots that are 

now a full-period away from one another in the encoding matrix because the weights 

for those shot-records are the same, (i.e. shots that are p  away from one another have 

maximum cross-talk). However, this strong cross-talk, may be acceptable because 

there are situations in which some shots never contribute cross-talk to other shots. 

For example, consider the case where two shots are on opposite sides of a large survey. 

Clearly, those two shots have migration apertures that do not overlap, and thus they 

can not possibly contribute to cross-terms in C even though they may exist. For most 

surveys, the distance at which two shots do not share migration aperture is smaller 

than the total survey area, and so xp and subsequently p  may be much smaller than 

Ns depending on shot spacing. Formally this relationship is given as,

P m in  aperture I (4-5)

where x a p e r tu r e  is the width in space of the migration aperture for one shot, assuming 

that all shots have the same migration aperture. As Soubaras (2006) notes, the mini
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mum constraint for the periodization value, substantially affects the cost advantage of 

blended imaging, and so is a crucial parameter for Fourier-related blending schemes.

4 . 2 . 2  M o d u l a t e d - s h o t  m i g r a t i o n  ( D F T )

Equation 4.2 shows the partial encoding matrix for modulated shot-migration, 

which I refer to as the DFT encoding. As previously mentioned, the DFT encod

ing matrix is directly related to an optimal low-pass spatial filter, which means 

that modulated-shot migration only reconstructs the image up to a maximum wave- 

number, Kmax. However, modulated-shot migration must include both positive and 

negative values for K  in order to properly illuminate the subsurface. I demonstrate 

why this is the case mathematically by considering the case of a single encoding with 

a particular K  value, whose encoding is represented as:

E fc =  exp(-iApk) =  cos(Apk) +  jsin(Apk), (4.6)

where A represents the collection of all terms (including K)  in the numerator and 

denominator of equation 4.2 and k is the shot index. I construct the cross-talk matrix 

for this single experiment as follows,

Ck,i — EE^ =  [cos(Apk) +  jsin(Apk)][cos(Apl) — jsm(ApZ)], (4.7)

which further expands to,

Cfci/ =cos(Apk)cos(Apl)

+jsin(pk)cos(Apl)

—}sin(Apl)cos(Apk)

+sin(Apk)sin(Apl).
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The presence of the complex-valued terms in equation 4.8 represent phase-shifted 

cross-talk in the final image. I note that these terms vanish when k =  I, which 

indicates that the desired image is not phase-shifted. In most cases, cross-terms 

from out of phase wavefields produce strong cross-talk that significantly degrades the 

quality of the image (Romero et al., 2000). However, the cross-terms in equation 4.8 

have a regular pattern to them, which instead causes a distortion in the illumination 

of the final image. The simplest method to remove the cross-terms from equation 4.8 

is to concatenate another encoding whose A =  —A because the sine function is odd 

(e.g. sin(—x) =  —sin(x)). By substituting A =  —A into equation 4.8 I arrive at:

Ck,i =cos(Apk)cos(Apl)

—]sin{Apk)cos(Apl)
(4.8)

+}sin(Apl)cos(Apk)

+sin(Apk)sin(Apl).

I add equation 4.8 and equation 4.8 which eliminates the complex-valued terms from 

both expressions, and reduces both expressions to:

Ck,i =  cos(Apk)cos(Apl) +  sin(Apk)sin(Apl). (4.9)

Thus, for every encoding in the DFT encoding matrix, I must include another encod

ing whose argument A =  —A for that particular encoding. This effectively doubles 

the number of encodings that must be used for the DFT encoding matrix which is 

effectively the same requirement as that for the related amplitude encodings.

Also, when A is equivalent to the arguments passed to the cosine and sine functions 

in the DCS encoding, equation 4.24, then the cross-talk matrix for modulated-shot 

migration (DFT encoding) the same as the cross-talk matrix for the DCS amplitude 

encoding. Which means that the DFT and DCS encodings produce identical images
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at the same computational cost, number of blended experiments. In fact, the only 

difference between the two encodings, is how they are physically implemented during 

the blending process (e.g. phase-shifts versus amplitude weights).

Figures A.36(c)-A.39(c) are the images produced by the DFT encoding (p =  250) 

at the same cost as the DCS encoding. The images are identical to those produced 

by the DCS encoding, Figures A.28(c)-A.31(c). The cross-talk matrix for the DFT 

encoding, Figures A.36(b)-A.39(b), is the same as that for the DCS encoding, Fig

ures A.28(b)-A.31(b).

4 . 2 . 3  P l a n e - w a v e  m i g r a t i o n

For plane-wave migration, the encoding matrix is defined by the maximum time- 

delay and the number of encodings. As mentioned in the literature, the maximum 

time-delay also determines the maximum wave-number in the blended image, and 

subsequently the cross-talk present in the final image (Stork, 1999; Liu, 1999; Zhang 

et al., 2005). To illustrate this consider the expression for the frequency-dependent 

encoding matrix for plane-wave migration which is given by:

Em,n(a;) =  expi-juTm^),  (4.10)

where rmin is the time-delay in seconds, at the mth shot for the nth plane-wave encod

ing. The time-delay, rmjn, is related to the shot position and the blended experiment 

by the relation,

( t m a x  n 2 t m a x / N e ) m  t m a x  f l <2 t r n a x / N e  . .
Tm-n =  %  2 1 (411)

where n is the nt/l encoding, m is the shot index, Ax is the shot-sampling interval, tmax 

is the maximum time-delay in seconds, and Ne is the number of blended experiments. 

Equation 4.11 requires 2tmax because plane-wave migration must create plane-waves
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with both positive and negative time-delays to ensure proper illumination throughout 

the image.

The cross-talk matrix for plane-wave migration is then given by:

Ne

C k, i ( u )  =  e x p ( - j ü J T Kn  -  T f,n). (4.12)
n=0

I expand equation 4.12 into:

N e

C k,i(u) =  ^ 2  cos(uTk,n -  T/>n) +  jsm(ùJTfc,n -  TZ,n ) .  (4.13)
n=0

When k =  I'm equation 4.12, the complex-exponential is 1, which produces the desired 

image. When k ^  I, then there is strong coherent cross-talk with a non-zero phase 

component (i.e. the sine term in equation 4.13 is non-zero). However, I see that when 

both positive and negative values of r are swept, the sign of the phase-terms reverses, 

thereby removing them. Therefore, equation 4.13 is nearly equivalent (I use the 

product-to-sum formulae to get them into similar format) to the cross-talk matrices 

for both the DFT and DCS encoding. However, the frequency-dependence of plane- 

wave migration is a significant difference between the encodings. As with the DFT 

encoding, plane-wave migration requires two encodings for each spatial wave-number 

to properly illuminate the subsurface.

Figures A.40(c)-A.43(c) show the high quality images produced for the Sigsbee 

dataset using a nine second maximum time-delay. However,the images have low- 

amplitude artifacts that are introduced by sampling only some p values instead of all 

p values as dictated by sampling theory. I revisit the subject of plane-wave encoding 

in Chapter 5.
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4 . 2 . 4  D i s c r e t e  c o s in e  b a s is  ( D C T - I I )

The discrete cosine basis is a well-known transform used in transform coding 

and data compression that is directly related to the real-valued Fourier transform 

(Rabbani, 1991; Strang, 1997; Tsitsas, 2010). The DCT exists in a few varities (I- 

IV), but I focus on the DCT-II because it is widely used in a number of fields. I 

define the DCT-II encoding matrix to be the same as the DCT-II matrix given by:

(4 .1 4 )

Where m is the shot-index, n is the encoding index, N s is the number of shots, p  

is the periodization distance (discussed in 4.2.1) and b(n) is a scaling factor defined 

as,

n =  0
(4.15)

1 71 7̂  0.

The cross-talk matrix for the DCT is given by,

° u  -  £  * . ) £ » .  ( ^ )  ~  ( ^ )  • (4  . 6 )
n=0

where k and I are the shot-indices corresponding to the row and column indices of 

the cross-talk matrix, which refer to individual shot-records. As equation 4.16 shows 

the diagonal of the cross-talk matrix (k =  Z) is equal to,

=  (4.17)

Because the diagonal elements in equation 4.17 are not one unless Ne =  Ns, there is 

an amplitude distortion of the desired image caused by the DCT encoding. Also, the 

DCT is not a shift-invariant encoding scheme, which is apparent from equation 4.16 

as the diagonals are not equivalent (i.e. the cross-talk matrix is not Toeplitz). Thus,
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if I change the shot that I start the encoding on (i.e. shift the encoding matrix), 

the resultant image is not the same as one created using the DCT encoding with a 

different shift. The lack of shift-invariance and the amplitude distortion become less 

important as the number of encodings increases, because the partial sum of cosines 

from different encodings approaches one and the distortion between shots rapidly 

decreases.

Its also important to note that changing the periodization distance for the DCT-II 

encoding substantially changes the cross-talk matrix because the DCT-II is designed 

to be orthogonal under very strict conditions (e.g. periodic over 47T instead of 27r). 

Thus, when I change the periodization distance p  in equation 4.14 I change the 

orthogonality of the DCT encoding matrix which results in a considerable increase in 

the amount of cross-talk in the final image.

Additionally, I note that the DCT-II requires twice as many spatial wave-numbers 

as the DFT encoding because the argument to the cosine function is a function of 

7T instead of 27T, meaning that only the even values of n capture the same spatial 

information as the encodings in the DFT. This might lead one to think that I could 

remove the odd values of n from equation 4.14 but doing so is equivalent to changing 

the periodization distance. Because of this constraint, I find that there is no substan

tial cost advantage to using the DCT scheme over the DFT encoding scheme (i.e. I 

must use the same number of encodings either way).

Figure A.11(a) shows the encoding matrix for the discrete cosine transform when 

the periodization distance, p, equals the number of shots, Ns. For comparison, Fig

ure A.15(a) shows the encoding matrix for the periodized DCT encoding, when the 

periodization distance, p, equals Ns/2  which is the optimal periodization distance 

for Sigsbee because shots that are 250 shot-locations away from one another are 

outside one another’s migration aperture. The cross-talk matrices are shown in Fig

ures A.8 (b)-A. 11(b) and Figures A. 12(b)-A. 15(b) for the regular DCT encoding and
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the periodized DCT encoding respectively. These figures show clearly that changing 

the periodization distance introduces additional bands of strong, coherent off-diagonal

terms to the cross-talk matrix. Thus, changing the periodization distance is not op-

DCT encoding and Figures A. 12(c)-A. 15(c) show the images for the periodized DCT

ing is clearly superior, the degradation of the image from caused by the additional 

cross-talk from periodization substantially degrades the final image. Therefore, I do 

not recommend periodizing the DCT encoding.

4 . 2 . 5  D i s c r e t e  s in e  b a s is  ( D S T - I I )

The discrete sine transform is closely related to the discrete cosine transform as a 

sine function is simply a cosine function with a phase shift of ~ (Strang, 1997; Tsitsas, 

2010). As with the DCT, the DST comes in a few varieties, but I focus on the DST-II 

because of its symmetry to the DCT-II amplitude encoding. The DST-II encoding 

matrix is defined as:

timal for the DCT. Figures A.8(c)-A.ll(c) show the images produced for the regular

encoding. While the spatial resolution of the image for the periodized DCT encod-

(4 .1 8 )

Where b(n) is a scaling factor defined as,

b(n) = (4.19)
1 Ns — 1.

Similarly to the DCT, the cross-talk matrix for the DST is equal to,



As with the DCT, the DST cross-talk matrix is not unitary on the diagonal, and 

the diagonals off the main diagonal are not equal, meaning that the DST is not 

a shift-invariant encoding and creates the same amplitude distortion as the DCT. 

However, there is a unique relationship between the distortion caused by the DCT 

and the DST in that their respective distortions are tt/ 2 out of phase with one another, 

meaning that the amplitude distortion caused by either the DCT or DST is completely 

cancelled by the other. I exploit this relationship later in the discrete cosine-sine 

(trigonometric) basis.

Figures A. 19(a) shows the encoding matrix for the DST-II encoding scheme. No

tice that the encoding matrix is the same as the one in Figure A .11(a) but shifted. 

Because the DST is equal to the DCT shifted by tt/2 the encodings provide distinct 

information from one another, as the cross-talk matrices show for the DST encoding, 

Figures A.16(b)-A.19(b). Figures A.16(c)-A.19(c) show the migrated images for the 

non-periodized, p =  Ns, DCT-II encoding. As with the DCT, changing the periodiza

tion distance introduces a large amount of coherent cross-talk into the final image as 

shown by Figures A.20(c) -A.23(c), which are for the DST-II encoding, periodized 

with p =  Ns/2.

4.2 .6  H artley basis

The Hartley basis is the real-valued analogue of the discrete Fourier transform, 

which means that it is most closely related to the Fourier basis (Tsitsas, 2010). The 

Hartley encoding matrix is defined as,

_  /27rran\ . { 2'Kmn\ ( 27rmn\Emn =  cos -------- +  szn   =  cas --------  . (4.21)
\ p y  \ p y

In the literature, sin(x) +  cos(x) is referred to as cas(x). The relation to the Fourier 

transform is directly apparent, but the presence of the addition between the sine and
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cosine introduces additional cross-terms into the cross-talk matrix as follows:

^  (  27t k n \  f  2 'k Iti\

u ' 5 “ ' b r , ) " ” b r J
(  2 'K k n \  (  2 'K ln \

+cos   ) s m  I ------
\  P J \  P J  (4.22)
/  2 'K k n \  (  2 n l n \

+ s i n  ------- c o s  I ------
\  P J \  P J
(  2 i r k n \  (  2 7 r ln \

+ s i n  ------- s i n  I ------  .
\  P J \  P J

From equation 4.22 it is clear that there are additional off-diagonal components rep

resented by the cross-terms between the c o s ( x ) s i n ( y )  terms present in the expression. 

I note, that I could remove these components by using negative frequency values for 

the same encodings in equation 4.21 and then adding them to equation 4.21, because 

the sine function is odd (e.g. s i n ( - x )  =  —s i n ( x ) )  and the addition would remove the 

cross-terms. However, doing so would double the number of encodings required in the 

transform, fromA  ̂ to 2Ne. Also important is that the main diagonal of the Hartley 

cross-talk matrix is almost unitary because of the presence of c o s 2(x )  +  s i n 2(x )  in 

equation 4.22.

Figure A.27(a) shows the encoding matrix for the Hartley basis, periodized with 

p =  250, for 250 blended experiments for 500 shot-records. I note that there is 

a strong similarity with the encoding matrix for the DCT, Figure A. 11 (a). Fig

ures A.24(b)-A.27(b) show the cross-talk matrices for the Hartley encoding. Notice 

the strong bands in the cross-talk matrix which introduce strong, coherent cross-talk 

in the final images, Figures A.24(c)-A.27(c). The images produced by the Hartley 

encoding are of superior quality at a fewer number of encodings compared to those 

from the DCT or DST encodings because they obtain more spatial information in 

fewer encodings than either the DCT or DST. The downside to the Hartley encoding 

is that it introduces strong cross-talk in the images because of the presence of the
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cross-terms in equation 4.22.

4 . 2 . 7  D i s c r e t e  t r i g o n o m e t r i c  b a s is  ( D C S )

The trigonometric pseudo-basis (DCS) is similar to the Hartley basis, but removes 

the cross-terms from equation 4.22 by separating the sine and cosine in the encoding 

matrix, which prohibits them from ’’talking” to one another during imaging. There is 

a major disadvantage to doing so though: each wave-number requires two encodings 

whereas the corresponding wave-number in the Hartley transform requires only one 

encoding. However, the Hartley encoding requires another encoding to remove the 

cross-terms, which means that the DCS and Hartley encoding matrices require the 

same number of encodings to produce the same quality image. Thus, I prefer the DCS 

encoding to the Hartley encoding because of its simplicity. The encoding matrix for 

the trigonometric pseudo-basis (DCS) is:

It’s important to note that equation 4.23 is not strictly an orthonormal basis, and 

indeed the DCS basis requires 2NS encodings to become a strict basis. Since I usually 

truncate the basis, I am not overly concerned about doing so here, but I note that I 

must guarantee that I truncate both the sine and cosine term for each wave-number 

that I choose to keep from equation 4.23. In any case, the cross-talk matrix for the 

trigonometric basis simplifies to:

1 71 =  0

E m ,n  — cos  ( 2 7 r m ( n / 2 ) / p ) , even n (4.23)

s i n  (27rm(floor(n/2) +  l ) / p ) , odd n

27rkn 2irkn
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In comparison to the cross-talk matrices for the DCT, DST and Hartley encodings, 

the cross-talk matrix for the DCS encoding is shift-invariant and unitary along the 

diagonal meaning that there is no amplitude distortion. These are important char

acteristics of the DCS encoding because it ensures that I preserve relative amplitude 

changes in the image, even when I use far fewer blended experiments than I would 

use for SRM.

Figure A.31(a) shows the encoding matrix for the DCS encoding with a peri

odization distance p  =  Ns. The corresponding cross-talk matrices are shown in 

Figures A.28(b)-A.31(b). For comparison, the encoding matrix for a DCS encoding 

periodized with p =  Ns/2  is shown in Figure A.35(a). The corresponding cross-talk 

matrix for the periodized encoding is shown in Figures A.32(b)-A.35(b). The cross

talk matrix clearly shows the bands near shot 250 from changing the periodization 

distance p. Figures A.28(c)-A.31(c) and Figures A.32(c)-A.35(c) show the images 

for the DCS encoding and the periodized DCS encoding respectively. The periodized 

images are of superior quality, because they reconstruct more wave-numbers in the 

image at the same computational cost. Thus, periodizing the DCS encoding is highly 

recommended.

4 .3  W a v e l e t  b a s e s

While Fourier-related bases are natural candidates for amplitude encodings, they 

are not the only real-valued orthonormal bases that exist. Another well-known set of 

real-valued bases are wavelet bases. Conventionally, wavelets are implemented using 

filter banks, but almost all wavelet transforms may be written as a discrete valued 

matrix (Strang, 1997). Additionally, wavelets are usually excellent bases because they 

are compact in space, they are usually quite sparse when compared to other bases 

(Strang, 1997). Sparsity and spatial compactness (which are related) are useful in 

shot-encoding because they allow us to construct blended images using far fewer shots
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in a blended experiment, meaning that the cost penalty assessed by migrating over a 

large aperture is greatly reduced.

For wavelet bases, I only show the encodings when the number of blended exper

iments is a power of two (i.e. Ne =  2fc, with k any positive integer). This is because 

wavelets are well-defined for signals whose length is a power of two. Subsequently, 

the cross-talk introduced by the wavelet encodings is minimized for Ne at powers of 

two, which allows us to make the fairest comparison between wavelet encodings and 

other encodings.

4 . 3 . 1  H a a r  w a v e le t  b a s is

The first wavelet basis that I examine is the Haar wavelet basis (Strang, 1997). 

The Haar wavelet basis is composed of wavelets that whose values alternate between 

vlaues of +1, —1 and 0. For the Haar wavelet, the mother wavelet is defined as,

(1 0< =  £<0.5
(4.25)

- 1  £ > = 0 . 5

The encoding matrix for the Haar wavelet is constructed by shifting and dilating the 

mother wavelet, equation 4.25, for each power of 2 according to the discrete wavelet 

transform (Strang, 1997). This process can be written analytically, but it is not useful 

for examining the cross-talk matrix or the encoding matrix, and so I refer the reader 

to Strang (1997) for details about how to construct the Haar wavelet encoding matrix.

Figure A.47(a) shows the encoding matrix for 256 encodings from the Haar wavelet 

basis. Note that the encoding matrix is very sparse (many shots have zero weights), 

and that many of the encodings require only a few shots. Figures A.44(b)-A.47(b) 

show the corresponding cross-talk matrices. The cross-talk matrix is similar to those 

obtained by Fourier-related encodings, but is blocky along the main diagonal indicat

ing that the Haar encoding is not shift-invariant. The image quality is comparable
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to the DCT, DST, and DCS encodings, but at slightly greater cost.

4 . 3 . 2  D a u b e c h ie s - 4

The Daubechies-4 wavelet belongs to a famous family of wavelets that Ingrid 

Debauchies first discussed following her groundbreaking work on wavelets (Strang, 

1997). Of the wavelets that she discussed, the Daubechies-4 wavelet is not particu

larly special besides its prevalence in signal processing applications. I construct the 

Daubechies-4 (DAUB-4) wavelet encoding matrix by converting the filter bank co

efficients used to define the mother wavelet into an encoding matrx. Strang (1997) 

details how to carry out this operation.

Figure A.51(a) shows the encoding matrix for the Daubechies-4 wavelet encod

ing. The encoding is remarkably similar to the Haar encoding, Figure A.47(a). Fig

ures A.48(b)-A.51(b) show the cross-talk matrices for the Daubechies-4 wavelet en

coding at various numbers of encodings. I note that there is an interesting behavior in 

the cross-talk matrix where there is a strong, uneven weighting along the main diago

nal and small-groups of cross-talk that appear in a regular pattern. This phenomena 

is more visible in Figure A.48(b) and Figure A.49(b). Figures A.48(c)-A.51(c) show 

the images constructed using the Daubechies-4 wavelet encoding scheme. I note that 

the images are quite similar to those for the Haar wavelet encoding, even though the 

wavelets are quite different.

4 .4  O t h e r  o r t h o g o n a l  b a s e s

Two other prominent real-valued orthonormal bases in signal processing are the: 

Hadamard and Walsh bases. These bases are interesting for blended imaging because 

they are in a sense the opposite of wavelets, in that they are dense bases and are more 

closely related to the Fourier basis than any other one. As with wavelets, both the 

Hadamard and Walsh bases are defined for signals with length of N  =  2k. Thus, they
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work best when I have the number of shot-records as a power of two. Unfortunately, 

this is not often the case because I do not usually acquire data with the constraint 

that the number of shots must be a power of two. Therefore, I either have to convert 

the encoding matrix (using interpolation) or add additional shot-records that are 

composed of zeros (similar to padding a signal with zeros). In most cases, I prefer 

the latter because it is easier to construct a shot-record consisting of zeros, which I 

use to construct additional shot-records until I have Ns =  2k.

4 .4 . 1  H a d a m a r d  b a s is

The Hadamard basis is a well-known basis that is composed of basis vectors that 

consist of all +1  or —1 values. The Hadamard basis is defined by a recursive rela

tionship with its sub-matrices that defines the basis as a function of the power of 2. 

For example, the Hadamard basis for a signal with length 2 is given by:

1 1

1 - 1
(4.26)

The recursive relationship is given by the following relationship,

Hk-i Hk-i 

Hk~i —Hk-i
(4.27)

where k is the integer exponent oi N  =  2k. Thus to construct a Hadamard matrix for 

a signal of length 512, one would recursively construct the Hadamard matrix for each 

value of k from k =  1 , . . . ,  9. The encoding matrix is then taken from the equivalent 

Hadamard matrix by simply truncating the number of columns to be equal to the 

desired number of encodings N e. Because of the recursive relationship, I cannot write 

the expression for the cross-talk matrix analytically for the Hadamard basis.
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Figure A.55(a) shows the encoding matrix for the Hadamard encoding. The en

coding matrix has some interesting patterns that are apparent in it, and these patterns 

cause strong cross-talk to form along diagonals in the cross-talk matrices as shown 

in Figures A.52(b)-A.55(b). Figures A.52(c)-A.55(c) show the final images using the 

Hadamard encoding for various numbers of encodings. The Hadamard encoding pro

duces images that are somewhat unique compared to the other encodings because 

they capture all of the spatial information (wave-numbers) immediately, but intro

duce strong coherent cross-talk at the same time. In some ways, one could consider 

the Hadamard encoding to be the exact opposite of the Fourier-based encodings which 

gather spatial resolution slowly but have less cross-talk.

4 . 4 . 2  W a l s h  b a s is

The Walsh basis is related to the Hadamard basis by a simple relation: the Walsh 

basis is a sorted Hadamard basis. To construct the Walsh basis, I construct the 

Hadamard basis and then sort it by frequency, where frequency is a relative concept 

relating the number of sign ( + / —) changes in each encoding. The Walsh basis is 

sorted from “low” frequency to “high frequency.” Again, because there is not an 

explicit analytical form for the encoding matrix, I cannot formulate the cross-talk 

matrix explicitly.

Figure A.59(a) shows the encoding matrix for the Walsh encoding. The relation 

to the Hadamard encoding is not immediately obvious by examining Figures A.55(a) 

and Figure A.59(a). However, the sorting substantially affects the cross-talk matrix 

as shown in Figures A.56(b)-A.59(b). The images produced by the Walsh encoding, 

Figures A.56(c)-A.59(c), are very similar to those produced by the DCT, DST, and 

DCS encodings.
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4 . 5  R e s u l t s

I compare the result of the separate encodings against the results of decimated 

shot-record migration at the same relative computational cost (number of experi

ments). Figures A.61(a)-A.61(d) show the images produced by decimated SRM at 

25, 50, 100 and 250 migrated shots respectively. Figures A.61(a)-A.61(d) show the 

difference between the decimated images and the image from SRM using all the shot- 

records. Clearly the decimation introduces numerous artifacts from spatially aliasing 

our data because I do not apply a low-pass filter to the shot-records before deci

mating. The DCT, DST, Hartley, and DCS encodings produce images that have less 

spatial information in them than the decimated images, but they do not show aliasing 

artifacts. As the number of encodings increases all of the Fourier-related encodings 

reconstruct more spatial information in the image, and reduce the cross-talk appar

ent in the image. The Haar and Daubeçhies-4 wavelet encodings also show similar 

results to the Fourier-related amplitude encodings at slightly greater computational 

cost. The Hadamard encoding produces images with maximum spatial information 

because the cross-talk is confined to diagonals far away from the main diagonal, which 

reduces the spatial filtering by encoding. The Walsh encoding on the other hand adds 

many shots that are near to one another, which reduces the spatial information at a 

particular number of encodings similar to the Fourier-related encodings. As expected, 

all of the encodings show progressive improvement in the image quality as the num

ber of encodings increases, because each encoding’s cross-talk matrix approaches the 

identity matrix. Overall, the decimated images look better than the blended images 

because the aliasing artifacts are more easily distinguished from the geology, whereas 

artifacts introduced by blending (lack of spatial resolution) more visibly degrade the 

image. Strictly speaking, the information content in the blended images is greater 

than that in the decimated images because I use more shot-records during blending. 

I do not see the additional information content though because I lowpass the data,
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effectively removing most of the information.

Additionally, I show the results for modulated-shot migration, Figures A.36(c)- 

A.39(c), and plane-wave migration, Figures A.40(c)-A.43(c) using the same number 

of blended experiments as the amplitud encodings. When the DCT, DST and DCS 

encodings are compared against modulated-shot migration, I see that the results 

are nearly identical for the DCT, DST, and DCS encodings. The Hartley encoding 

produces an image that has a substantial amount of cross-talk that contaminates the 

images which ultimately reduces its viability. However, when I compare the various 

amplitude and modulated-shot encodings against plane-wave migration I clearly see 

that plane-wave migration produces a better quality image at the same cost, even 

though plane-wave migration introduces cross-talk artifacts into the image. When I 

compare the images from plane-wave migration with the images for decimated SRM, I 

find that the artifacts are of similar nature, i.e. cross-talk from plane-wave migration 

is similar to noise caused by spatial aliasing.

To further understand the effect of blending I show the F-K spectra for the various 

encoding types at the same computational cost,Figures 4.1(a)-4.1(d), which illustrates 

how the encodings reconstruct the spatial information of the image. For example, 

Figure 4.1(a) shows the F-K spectrum for SRM which migrates each frequency for 

each shot in the decimated dataset. By decimating the dataset, I reduce the maximum 

wave-number that is adequately sampled, K nyq and alias the higher wave-numbers in 

our data. Figure 4.1(b) and Figure 4.1(c) show the F-K spectrum for the DFT and 

DCS encodings respectively which only reconstruct the lowest wave-numbers first 

which effectively spatially low-pass filters the image. For comparison, I also show 

the F-K spectrum of plane-wave migration, Figure 4.1(d), which shows that plane- 

wave migration samples the wave-number domain which introduces weakly coherent 

aliasing artifacts into the image.
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4.1: Example plots of the F-K spectra for various encoding types when only 50 
encodings are used (or only 50 shots in the case of SRM). The F-K spectrum for SRM 
(a) which includes the entire area up to K*yg which is less than K nyg for the original 
dataset because of decimation. The areas in black indicate the aliased components 
of the data that are still migrated in the decimated dataset for SRM. For the DFT 
encoding (b), both positive and negative K  values are migrated up to a limited point 
while aliased wave-numbers are not migrated. The F-K spectra for the DCS encoding
(c) shows that only positive wave-numbers are migrated for this amplitude encoding, 
but because the DCS encoding needs two encodings to represent each wave-number, it 
only contains the same spatial information as the DFT encoding (b) does. Lastly, the 
F-K spectrum for plane-wave migration (d) is fan-shaped because of the frequency- 
dependent encoding matrix which samples K  values thereby introducing aliasing like 
cross-talk artifacts into the image.
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4 .6  D is c u s s io n

I show that a multitude of amplitude encoding schemes are viable by choosing dif

ferent orthogonal bases for the encoding matrix. Some obvious choices are: Fourier- 

related bases, and wavelet bases. In any case, the choice of basis determines the image 

quality at a fixed cost (number of encodings) and the strength of the cross-talk in 

the blended image. All of the Fourier related encodings: DCT, DST, Hartley, DCS 

and modulated-shot migration (DFT), reconstruct the image by progressively adding 

encodings that capture additional spatial wave-numbers to the image. By using a 

limited number of encodings, the Fourier-related encodings act as spatial bandpass 

filters because they only reconstruct a limited range of wave-numbers, starting with 

the lowest wave-numbers first. As I show with the DCT, and DCS encodings the 

choice of parameters for the Fourier related encodings is paramount, in particular the 

periodization distance changes both the spatial sampling and the image quality sub

stantially. Of the Fourier-based encodings, I find that the DFT, and DCS encodings 

are the best of the group, because they produce identical images with the same cost. 

It is important to note that the DFT and DCS encoding produce the same result, 

but are implemented differently: the DFT encoding with phase-shifts, and the DCS 

encoding with amplitude weights. The DCT, DST encodings are suboptimal because 

they are not shift-invariant encodings and they do not capture the same spatial in

formation with the same efficiency as the DCS encoding. The Hartley encoding is a 

possible alternative to the DCS encoding, but it introduces strong cross-talk into the 

image which can be removed by using additional encodings. Because it requires ad

ditional encodings, there is no cost advantage for the Hartley encoding over the DCS 

encoding. Thus, I conclude that the DCS amplitude encoding is the most promising 

of the Fourier-related amplitude encodings.

The wavelet and other encodings produce good quality images, but at basically 

similar quality to the Fourier-related amplitude encodings. However, wavelet encod-
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ings are not shift-invariant, which raises questions about the quality of the image 

based on the starting point for the encoding (or the shift). Additionally, wavelet 

encodings do not seem to offer a strong cost-advantage over Fourier-based encodings, 

thus I find that while scientifically interesting they are not compelling for production 

use as amplitude encodings. Of the other bases that I studied, the Hadamard basis 

is the most promising, because it fully captures the spatial information of the image 

quickly, but has strong cross-talk in the image. The Walsh basis is too similar to 

Fourier-related encodings to stand out, in terms of its cost-to-image quality.

Another interesting result is that all encodings that produce banded diagonals in 

the cross-talk matrix appear to introduce amplitude distortions into the final image. 

For example, consider the results from Hadamard encoding which does not band the 

diagonal, Figures A.52(c)-A.55(c), with those from Haar encoding, Figures A.44(c)- 

A.47(c), which bands the diagonal. The images produced by Hadamard encoding 

more closely represent the image from conventional SRM, and the difference images 

only show the cross-talk artifacts. By comparison, the images from Haar encoding 

(and most other encoding schemes) apparently have amplitude distortions present 

throughout most of the image, because the difference images show most of the image. 

The amplitude distortion is caused by adding together nearby shots that have similar 

information, which does not happen in conventional SRM. Overall, the amplitude 

distortion is minor (on an absolute scale), but is still important to note.

Interestingly, shot-record decimation, even with aliasing artifacts, tends to pro

duce better images than blending does. This is probably because aliasing artifacts 

are weakly coherent across experiments, which means that they often do not stack to

gether where as artifacts introduced by blending tend to be strongly coherent across 

blended images. This possibly explains why plane-wave migration appears to pro

duce good quality images at only 50 experiments, where no other encoding is able to 

produce a similar quality image. From Figure 4.1(d), I see that plane-wave migra
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tion spatially aliases the data by sampling wave-numbers thus introducing artifacts 

into the image. Based on the results of plane-wave migration and decimated SRM, 

I surmise that it is better to be spatially aliased than it is to use a lowpass filter by 

blending, because spatial aliasing artifacts are not necessarily prominent in the final 

image.

However, both plane-wave migration and decimated SRM are highly frequency 

dependent, as higher frequencies require larger wave-numbers (i.e. must be more 

finely sampled) in order to reconstruct all the information in the images. Thus, these 

conclusions may not be valid when higher frequency data is used, and plane-wave 

migration and decimated SRM may no longer be preferable to the other encodings 

presented here, because the other encodings are guaranteed to produce an image 

of a certain quality (i.e. an image with only low wave-numbers). Conversely, for 

plane-wave migration and decimated SRM, the image quality is unknown apriori, 

and depends on the frequency and wave-number content of our data. In the worst 

case scenario, the aliasing artifacts introduced by plane-wave migration and decimated 

SRM may be much worse than the degradation caused by other encodings.

The final decision of whether or not blended imaging offers any advantage is 

based on computational cost which I compute following the guidelines in Section 2.8. 

Table 4.1 details the computational cost comparison for the various encodings and 

decimated shot-record migration. Overall, if I just compare the number of experi

ments (encodings or shots) migrated, I find that both blending and decimated SRM 

produce good quality images at around 100 experiments. If I compare the same num

ber of encodings to the decimated shot-record migration counter-parts, I find that 

the image quality of the blended images is usually better.

However, if I include the additional computational effort to migrate a blended shot- 

record over approximately twice the aperture required for a conventional shot-record 

(e.g. compare blended images using 25 encodings to the decimated SRM images using
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50 shots), then I find that the quality of images produced by decimated shot-record 

migration is on par with those produced by blending at the same computational cost. 

Therefore, the cost advantage of blending using these encoding schemes is greatly 

reduced, or non-existent, which means that the main justification for blended imaging 

(i.e. cost advantage) may not be completely valid. There are two important caveats 

to the last statement: 1 - decimated SRM is only preferable if I am willing to accept 

aliasing artifacts into the image, and 2 - the cost argument is only valid provided that 

migrating over twice the aperture increases the computational cost by twice as much, 

which is not necessarily true. I note that wavelet encodings do not incur as great of 

a cost penalty, because fewer shots are required for most wavelet encodings.
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CHAPTER 5

PLANE-WAVE EQUIVALENT AMPLITUDE ENCODING

As Chapter 4 shows plane-wave migration is able to produce good quality images 

at the lowest possible cost, because it reconstructs all of the spatial information in 

the image, but permits low-amplitude aliasing artifacts into the image. However, 

plane-wave migration has a significant downside: it is implemented using time-delays 

which substantially increase the cost of imaging in the time-domain. For example, 

the images constructed using plane-wave migration, Figures A.40(c)-A.43(c), require 

a maximum time delay of approximately nine seconds. By comparison, the shot- 

record length for Sigsbee is 12 seconds, meaning that the total time for plane-wave 

shot-records is 21 seconds (i.e. 75% more). By increasing the time-length of the 

shot-records, I considerably increase the computational cost of reverse-time migration 

because the cost of reverse-time migration is proportional to the number of time- 

steps. Additionally, if I include the wider migration aperture effects into the cost 

comparison then plane-wave migration quickly becomes more costly than conventional 

SRM. Therefore, I want to find an amplitude encoding that replicates the results of 

plane-wave migration, but does so without using time-delays which would make the 

amplitude encoding more cost effective when using reverse-time migration.

5 .1  T h e o r y

As I showed in Section 4.2.3, the cross-talk matrix for plane-wave migration can be 

made equivalent to the cross-talk matrix for the DCS encoding (or vice-versa). The 

main difference between the two cross-talk matrices, equation 4.24 and equation 4.13, 

is that the DCS cross-talk matrix is not necessarily frequency dependent. However, 

any amplitude encoding may be converted into a frequency-dependent amplitude 

encoding by simply changing the encoding scheme to be a function of frequency. To
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create a plane-wave equivalent amplitude encoding (PWEAM), I modify the DCS 

amplitude encoding to have the same arguments as equation 4.13 as a function of 

frequency, as follows (demonstrated for a single cosine amplitude encoding):

E m(cj) =  C O S ^ T m ) . (5.1)

Therefore, the DCS encoding produces the same cross-talk matrix as plane-wave 

migration and subsequently the same image as plane-wave migration but without 

encoding using time-delays. Instead, the encoding is done by frequency dependent 

amplitude weighting. By not directly using time-delays for encoding, it appears 

that I am able to save a significant amount of computational effort for reverse time 

migration.

5.2 R esu lts

encoding encoding encoding

(a) (h) (c)

5.1: The encoding matrix for the plane-wave equivalent amplitude encoding for 250 
encodings for: (a) 3 Hz, (b) 9 Hz and (c) 15 Hz. Notice that the frequency of the 
sinusoids increases as a function of frequency to mimic the behaviour of plane-wave 
migration.
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(a) (b) (c)

5.2: The cross-talk matrix for plane-wave migration and the equivalent am plitude 
encoding for 50 encodings for the following frequencies: (a) 3 Hz, (b) 9 Hz and (c) 
15 Hz. Note the presence of more off-diagonal bands of cross-talk as the frequency 
increases.

To demonstrate the equivalence of the frequency-dependent DCS encoding and 

plane-wave migration, I construct the plane-wave equivalent amplitude encoding us

ing the DCS encoding scheme which produces the frequency-dependent encoding 

matrices, Figures 5.1(a)-5.1(c). Figures 5.2(a)-5.2(c) show the cross-talk matrices 

for the plane-wave equivalent amplitude encoding which are the same as those for 

plane-wave migration. I migrate the plane-wave and DCS encoded datasets using 

downward continuation instead of reverse-time migration. Figures A.40(c) -5.4(b) 

and Figures A.42(c)-5.4(d) show the images comparing the results for plane-wave mi

gration and the equivalent amplitude encoding. The images for the modified DCS 

encoding and plane-wave migration at the same cost are identical to within floating 

point accuracy, meaning that they produce the same result at the same computational 

cost. As previously mentioned, the cost for the amplitude encoding may be further 

reduced by changing the periodization distance so that fewer encodings are necessary 

to capture the same information.
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5.3: The stacked images for plane-wave migration using: (a) 25 encodings, (b) 50 
encodings, (c) 100 encodings, and (d) 250 encodings. In all cases, the maximum 
take-off time-delay is 9 seconds.
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5.4: The stacked images for plane-wave equivalent amplitude encoding for: (a) 25 
encodings, (b) 50 encodings, (c) 100 encodings, and (d) 250 encodings.
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5 . 3  D is c u s s io n

By modifying the DCS amplitude encoding to have the same argument to the 

sine and cosine function in the encoding matrix I am able to recreate the same 

crosstalk matrix as plane-wave migration but using amplitude weighting instead of 

time-delays. Consequently the images constructed from plane-wave migration and 

plane-wave equivalent amplitude modulation (PWEAM) are identical. In the fre

quency domain, the difference between the two encodings is insignificant, but in 

the time-domain the difference between the two encodings appears to be significant 

because plane-wave migration requires time-delays which introduce additional cost 

compared to PWEAM.

However, this simple understanding of the differences between the two encoding 

schemes is not correct, because PWEAM creates time-delayed data inadvertently. To 

illustrate why this is the case consider the effect of performing the encoding in the 

frequency domain, which by the convolution theorem is mathematically equivalent to 

simple multiplication of the encoding matrix with the shot-record, S(uj):

Bm Au) =  COs(-jU)Tmjn)S(u), (5.2)

where B  represents the blended wavefield. By using Euler’s formula for the cosine, 

equation 5.2 becomes:

p~~3u,Tm,n  _1_ pjU7rn,n

5 U .-H   -----------y --------- S(u). (5.3)

The above equation has additional physical meaning by using the shift theorem, which 

states that a time-delay is represented by the multiplication by a frequency dependent 

complex exponential in the frequency domain. Thus, equation 5.2 really represents the 

signal, S(oj), shifted by both +cvTm)n and —LJTmin with half the amplitude distributed
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at each shift, which in effect means that PWEAM does in fact create time-delayed 

da ta  indirectly!

T im e (s)

50 100 150 200 250
F r e q u e n c y  (H z)

(c)

100 150
F req u en cy  (Hz)

250

(b)

1.5 2 2.5
T im e (s)

(d)

5.5: The unit impulse (a), (b) the frequency spectrum of (a), (c) the encoded fre
quency spectrum of the unit impulse and (d) the encoded unit impulse constructed 
using PWEAM.

As a demonstration, consider the case of a shot-record (signal), S(t) that consists 

of a single trace with a unit impulse at the zero sample in the time-domain, Fig

ure 5.5(a), which will provide the impulse response of the PWEAM encoding scheme. 

The corresponding frequency spectrum, S(u), is flat with a value of 1 everywhere, 

Figure 5.5(b). After the blending process takes place (or convolution) then the fre

quency spectrum of the blended shot-record for a single blended experiment looks 

something like Figure 5.5(c). Transforming back to the time-domain I find that the
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unit impulse has been delayed in time and divided into two separate impulses in Fig

ure 5.5(d), which is quite a surprising result but expected from equation 5.2. Thus, 

while PWEAM does in fact produce the same result as plane-wave migration, it does 

so using an encoding scheme that is very different physically from plane-wave migra

tion, but similar in the respect that they both require the use of time-delays, either 

implicitly or explicitly.

The overall conclusion from this experiment, is that while an equivalent amplitude 

encoding scheme can be produced for a time-delay encoding, the end result is more- 

or-less the same as using the direct time delay encoding in terms of the additional 

computational cost required in the time-domain. While PWEAM is interesting from 

a purely theoretical approach, it does not appear that it offers a significant advantage 

over plane-wave migration in terms of computational cost.

Further this result leads me to hypothesize that most (if not all) time-delay and 

phase-shiffc encodings can be converted into the equivalent amplitude encoding. In 

cases where a time-delay encoding does not have an obvious conversion to an ampli

tude encoding, one may wish to construct the cross-talk matrix for the time-delay 

encoding and then use SVD on the cross-talk matrix, Chapter 3, to construct the 

equivalent amplitude encoding matrix without the need for a rigorous mathematical 

formulation. I note that there is potentially a major issue with time-domain blended 

imaging: the reverse-time migration operator is not guaranteed to be linear.
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CHAPTER 6

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT AMPLITUDE ENCODING BY BASIS SELECTION

As I noted in Section 2.2, the encoding matrix E  may be frequency dependent 

as well which may reduce the number of encodings while maintaining image quality 

because I do not necessarily need all encodings at every frequency due to the presence 

of overly redundant information at low frequencies. Thus, I discard the overly redun

dant information at low frequencies by using prior knowledge of our velocity model 

to estimate the maximum wave-number in the image which determines the amount of 

redundant information to discard at each frequency. In essence, this allows us to use 

blended imaging to  produce an identical image to SRM at much lower cost, which I 

refer to  as “fixed quality” encoding.

6.1 Frequency-dependent spatial sam pling theory

Previous research by Stork (1999) and Soubaras (2006) indicates that encoding 

schemes th a t combine nearby shots are most effective at reducing the impact on 

blending on the image because they act as spatial bandpass filters. To understand 

why this is the case, consider blending a few shots that are nearby one another 

spatially. In most situations, the geology of the Earth changes slowly (relative to our 

shot sampling), so shots in the immediate vicinity of one another will contain mostly 

redundant information, which means th a t our data is quite frequently oversampled in 

the shot-domain to  some extent. If I simply add the nearby shots together with equal 

weights then I reinforce events th a t appear similar in the different shot-gathers, and 

smear (or destroy) events th a t appear differently in the shot-records. This process 

emphasizes features in the shot-records tha t have very low wave-numbers (almost 

no dip), or effectively spatially bandpasses our shot-gathers and adds them together 

to make a blended shot-record. However, if I use a different weighting scheme for
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the individual shot-records (e.g. Gaussian weighting or exponential weighting) then 

I can emphasize features with certain wave-numbers during blending. In order to 

capture information with the highest wave-numbers in our data I must eventually 

reduce the number of shot-records that I combine together (by changing the width of 

our bandpass filter).

Since the cross-talk matrix, C, fully describes the result of encoding, I can perform 

the same spatial bandpassing operation in our cross-talk matrix by simply choosing 

an encoding scheme that produces a C  matrix that is banded on the diagonal. The 

width of the band on the diagonal determines the number of nearby shots to add 

together, and the weights for each shot are given in the cross-talk matrix. By doing 

so, I could construct an identical spatial bandpass filter to apply directly to our shot- 

gathers, but blending produces the same effect during imaging if I choose the correct 

encoding scheme.

To blend correctly (i.e. without degrading the quality of the image), I need to 

establish the maximum spatial wave-number of interest in our image at any point

in the image. Using the same argument that Stork (1999) makes, I estimate the

maximum wave-number in our image, K maxi by first computing the corresponding 

p-value using the expression:

s i ï l i O j n a x )  \

P m a x  ? (6T)
V

where 0mQZ is the maximum dip of interest (in degrees or radians) and v  is the velocity 

in the immediate vicinity of the dip of interest. I convert pmaar to the corresponding 

wave-number at a particular frequency using:

pu =  K. (6.2)

Equation 6.2 is frequency-dependent, meaning that the maximum K  needed for each
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frequency is different. For comparison, the maximum wave-number sampled by the 

Nyquist criterion is given by:

Knvq =  2 Â ?  (6'3)

where Ax is the shot sampling interval. When KmaxKKnyg at a given w, then our 

dataset is oversampled in the shot-domain, which means th a t I may want to decimate 

our shots to reduce the overall number of migrations necessary for imaging. Usually 

I do not decimate our data, for two reasons:

•  the redundant shots improve the fold, or signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting 

image,

• often optimal decimation requires shot-interpolation.

However, blending allows us to get around the issue of shot-interpolation because 

blending constructs a low-pass filter over shots which captures all the wave-numbers 

up to  the maximum wave-number of interest from equation 6.2. To demonstrate this, 

first consider the spatial sampling interval, A K ,  is a function of the periodization 

distance p  and given by,

|6 -4)

In order to assure proper spatial sampling, I must use each K  up to the maximum 

wave-number that I am interested in, which means tha t the to tal number of encodings 

is frequency dependent and given by,

Ne(uj) =  ™™(K rŴ PmaxOj) (6.5)

The major advantage to blended imaging occurs when fewer wave-numbers are sam

pled at a given frequency than are done in shot-record migration, equation 6.5, be

cause shot-record migration migrates every wave-number for every frequency for every 

shot. Thus, the computational advantage of blending over shot-record migration is
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frequency and shot-sampling dependent.

6 .2  R e s u l t s

I demonstrate the ability of the DFT, DCS and plane-wave migration encodings 

to produce the same image at different costs by imaging the Sigsbee2A dataset using 

all 500 shots. I estimate that the maximum dip of interest in the Sigsbee dataset 

is around 85 degrees at a depth of a few kilometers (near the top of the salt). In 

this area, the velocity is approximately 2200m/s which means that pmax =  4e~4. 

Using equation 6.5, I compute the number of encodings necessary for both the DFT 

(modulated-shot migration) and DCS encodings as a function of frequency. For the 

DFT encoding, the total number of encodings is equal to double the number of encod

ings because the DFT encoding needs negative if-values to remove cross-talk. Like

wise, the DCS encoding requires two encodings for each wave-number. I periodize 

both the DFT and DCS encodings over 250 shots, because the maximum migration 

aperture is less than one-half of the total survey (Soubaras, 2006). For plane-wave 

migration, the number of encodings is equal to the maximum Ne for utmax because 

plane-wave migration images each frequency for each plane-wave. Figures 6.1(a) - 

6.1(c) show the result of the separate migrations. The images show some subtle 

differences between DCS and DFT encodings, but the largest differences are between 

them and plane-wave migration because the plane-wave migration image appears to 

be lower frequency, due to the oversampling of low wave-numbers at low frequencies. 

For comparison, Figure A .l shows the result of conventional shot-record migration 

using all 500 shots. The encodings produce nearly identical images to one another 

and shot-record migration, but at different costs. Figure 6.2 shows a relative cost 

comparison of the number of blended experiments necessary for each frequency for 

the different encoding types, with fewer experiments being better. Clearly, the DFT 

and DCS encodings have a significant cost-advantage over plane-wave migration and
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SRM in terms of the number of experiments.

6 .3  D is c u s s io n

Figures 6.3(a)-6.3(d) show the F-K spectra of the various encoding schemes, which 

demonstrates that DFT, DCS, and plane-wave encodings all recover the spatial in

formation needed to reconstruct the full image based on the maximum wave-number, 

K, that I selected. As Figure 6.3(a) shows, I cannot decimate the shot-records for 

Sigsbee without shot interpolation, because I would alias the highest frequencies and 

wave-numbers. However, if I decimate the data by a factor of 2 then I only alias the 

highest wave-numbers at the highest frequencies which results in little corruption of 

the image as Figure A.61(d) shows. Even though this image looks identical to the 

image from undecimated SRM, there are some artifacts caused by the truncation of 

the highest wave-numbers, but they are hard to distinguish. Nonetheless, I do not 

consider the decimated image to be equivalent to the SRM image because of the in

herent aliasing; although an interpreter might consider the decimated image to be 

“good enough.”

Because the quality between the encodings and SRM is equivalent, I consider the 

cost of the encodings to be the deciding factor as to whether or not one should use 

blended imaging. For reference, Section 2.8 describes how I compare the cost of the 

encoding schemes. Because fixed quality encoding schemes are frequency-dependent 

for the DCS and DFT encodings, I must use equation 2.20 for a straight compar

ison of the computational cost. SRM and plane-wave migration use equation 2.18 

because their cost is not frequency dependent. For Sigsbee, I estimate that that the 

blended migration aperture, T#, is approximately twice the individual shot-record 

migration aperture, Ls  (Stork, 1999; Soubaras, 2006). Table 6.1 shows the results 

of the cost comparison. In this case, both the DCS and DFT (modulated-shot) en

coding require less computational effort than shot-record migration, while plane-wave
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6.1: Table comparing the computational cost of various fixed quality encodings.

Type Plane DFT DCS SRM
Frequency dependent N Y Y N

Migration aperture LB 2Z,g 2Z,g Ls
NuNgOT Ne(u) 80640 47020 47020 120000

C 0.744 1.271 1.271 1.000

migration is more expensive than shot-record migration due to its wider migration 

aperture. Therefore, I conclude that blended migration is preferable to shot-record 

migration for the Sigsbee dataset when the quality of the image is fixed, because 

blended imaging is able to produce the same image at less cost than SRM. However, 

the story changes if I consider the decimated image, Figure A.61(d), as being a “good 

enough” representation of the full image. In this case, the cost of blended imaging for 

all encodings exceeds the cost of decimated imaging, because the cost of decimated 

imaging is 1/2 the cost of the full SRM.

However, these results are dependent on the frequency content of the data that is 

used for imaging, as higher frequency data requires finer sampling in the F-K domain 

to ensure no aliasing occurs during imaging. This requirement effectively means that 

given the quality of data collected it is possible that all encodings may be required in 

order to produce the same image as SRM, which would completely remove the cost 

advantage that blending offers.
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(d)

6.1: The image produced using (a) the DCS amplitude encoding, (b) D FT phase-shift 
encoding (modulated-shot migration), (c) plane-wave migration and (d) conventional 
SRM. In all cases, the encodings produce images that are almost identical to the image 
for SRM, which indicates the mathematical equivalence of encoding with SRM, and 
the presence of oversampling in the shot-domain.
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number of migrations

6.2: A plot comparing the number of encodings necessary for the DCS, DFT, plane- 
wave and SRM as a function of frequency for a fixed quality encoding (meaning 
the same quality image amongst all the encodings). Clearly, the DCS and DFT 
encodings require many fewer encodings than plane-wave migration does. This is 
because plane-wave migration is implemented using time-delays which require each 
shot to be migrated at each frequency for every encoding. SRM is the most costly 
in this diagram, because each frequency is migrated for each shot-record. Overall, 
this diagram does not fully illustrate the cost argument because I do not take into 
account the effect of migration aperture on the computational cost.
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6.3: Example plots of the F-K spectra for various encoding types when used with 
optimal values for image reconstruction (i.e. fixed quality encodings). The F-K 
spectrum for SRM (a) which includes the entire area up to K nyq which indicates 
that the data is oversampled in the shot-domain. If I were to decimate the data by 
keeping every other shot-record, I would change K nyq to  be the solid black line in (a), 
which means that I would alias the highest wave-numbers at the highest frequencies. 
For comparison, (b) shows the F-K spectrum for modulated shot-migration, which 
includes positive and negative K  values. The F-K spectra for the DCS encoding 
shows that only positive values of K  are necessary, and (d) shows the F-K spectra 
for plane-wave migration which is virtually indistinguishable from (b). All of the 
encodings only sample the wave-number to  the maximum wave-number necessary for 
tha t frequency as dictated by fpmax-
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS

I present a theory of blended imaging that unifies all previous shot-encoding 

schemes into the same framework. From this framework, I conclude that the pro

cess of blending is fundamentally the process of projecting seismic wavehelds into 

another basis (i.e. the quality of the image from an encoding is determined by the 

basis that I choose for projection). By using that knowledge, I try two approaches to 

designing encoding schemes using amplitude weights instead of phase-shifts or time- 

delays: cross-talk factorization and basis selection. I find that basis selection is more 

productive than cross-talk matrix factorization because of inherent design issues with 

cross-talk matrix factorization (i.e. uncertainty in choosing the crosstalk matrix for 

decomposition).

Using basis selection, I design a series of previously unknown amplitude encoding 

schemes including: Fourier related encodings, wavelet encodings, and other basis 

encodings. For the amplitude encodings that I explore, the cost-to-image quality is not 

sufficient to justify the use of blending in most scenarios, especially when compared 

against plane-wave migration and decimated shot-record migration. However, this 

conclusion is only true when using low-frequency data. When higher frequency data 

is available, then the aliasing artifacts that plane-wave migration and decimated SRM 

introduce may degrade the quality of the image less than spatial bandpassing that 

other encoding schemes introduce.

Furthermore, I examined an alternative encoding scheme (PWEAM) to plane- 

wave migration that that produces the same image but using frequency-dependent 

amplitude weights instead of time-delays directly. However, I find that the frequency- 

dependent amplitude weighting scheme effectively creates time-delays in the data 

which effectively negates the desired advantage of PWEAM over plane-wave migra
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tion.

Additionally, I show that blended imaging can be used to reduce the oversampling 

of our data in the shot-domain using frequency-dependent sampling theory. By doing 

so, I am able to produce the same image as that from SRM for a series of amplitude 

and other encodings, but at less cost than SRM. Since most datasets are somewhat 

oversampled in the shot-domain, this result indicates that blending may be able to 

save some computational cost relative to full SRM. However, I note that the cost 

advantage over SRM in even the best case was only 27% for the Sigsbee dataset, using 

the data available. This result depends on the frequency content of the data. As the 

frequency content of modern seismic surveys increases, the capability of blending to 

reduce the available information in the dataset is greatly reduced due to fundamental 

sampling theory requirements.

Overall, I think that the prospects for blended imaging in the seismic imaging 

industry are limited, because the initial cost advantage of blending (i.e. reduction in 

the number of needed migrations) is mostly offset by the cost of migrating over a larger 

aperture, and the subsequent degradation of the final image. The cost penalty may be 

somewhat avoided by using an encoding scheme (e.g. wavelet encoding) that does not 

blend all shots together in each experiment. Consequently, decimated SRM is almost 

always preferable to blended imaging in terms of the quality of the image produced 

at the overall computational cost. At this time, I do not believe that an encoding 

scheme exists that is able to produce the best quality image at a significant enough 

cost advantage to make blended imaging worthwhile. This conclusion is largely drawn 

from the results of the amplitude encoding schemes that I examine, and additional 

experiments that I do not show in this work. Moreover, I do not think that any 

encoding scheme exists that reconstructs the same image as SRM but at fax less 

computational cost, due to mathematical reasons. In particular, such an encoding 

scheme would be a unitary, rectangular matrix which does not exist as far as I know.
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Thus, the prospect of finding an optimal blended imaging scheme is quite limited. 

Therefore, I do not think that blending will become a standard imaging procedure 

for producing final stacked images.

Recently, there has been a resurgence of interest in blending to reduce the cost 

of iterative inversion schemes such as: full-waveform inversion, least-squares imaging, 

and migration velocity analysis (Ayeni et al., 2009; Herrmann et al., 2009; Krebs et al., 

2009; Verschuur and Berkhout, 2009; Symes, 2010). In these iterative schemes, the 

degradation of the image may be considered acceptable relative to the cost advantage 

of blending, especially considering that the cross-talk can be changed from iteration 

to iteration. Changing the cross-talk by iteration greatly reduces the impact of the 

cross-talk on the inversion process, but it remains to be seen if blending has other 

consequences (e.g. slows down the convergence rate).
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APPENDIX - COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS ENCODINGS

This appendix contains plots of the various encoding schemes used throughout 

this paper in the same format. In particular, each page shows:

•  (a) the amplitude-weights from the encoding matrix (for phase-encodings the 

amplitude weights are all one),

•  (b) the real-part of the cross-talk m atrix for a single frequency (3.0 Hz),

•  (c) the final stacked image for the encoding scheme, and

• (d) the amplified difference image between the final stacked image for that 

encoding and the image from conventional SRM. All difference images are am

plified (approximately 10 times) and clipped to the same scale, meaning that 

one can directly compare the difference images to get an idea of how different 

two encodings are from one another. Due to the amplification, the differences 

may appear stronger than they actually are.

In all cases, the images from encoding are compared against Figure A.l, which shows 

the image from conventional SRM for the Sigsbee2A dataset.

x(km)
4  6  8  1 0  1 2  1 4  1 6  1 8  2 0  2 2  2 4  2 6

A.l: The target image, created by using SRM on all 500 shots from the original 
Sigsbee2A dataset. All encoded images are compared against this image.
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A.2: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Boxcar TSV encoding using 25 encodings.
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A.3: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Boxcar TSV encoding using 50 encodings.
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A.4: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Boxcar TSV encoding using 100 encodings.
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A.5: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Gaussian TSV encoding using 25 encodings.
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A.6: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Gaussian TSV encoding using 50 encodings.
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A .7: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Gaussian TSV encoding using 100 encodings.
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A.8: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT encoding using 25 encodings.
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A.9: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT encoding using 50 encodings.
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A. 10: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT encoding using 100 encodings.
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A. 11: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT encoding using 250 encodings.
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A. 12: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT (p =  250) encoding using 25 
encodings.
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A. 13: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT (p =  250) encoding using 50 
encodings.
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A. 14: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT (p =  250) encoding using 100 
encodings.
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A. 15: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCT (p =  250) encoding using 250 
encodings.
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A.16: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST encoding using 25 encodings.
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A. 17: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST encoding using 50 encodings.
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A. 18: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST encoding using 100 encodings.
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A. 19: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST encoding using 250 encodings.
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A.20: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST (p =  250) encoding using 25 
encodings.
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A.21: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST (p = 250) encoding using 50 
encodings.
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A.22: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST (p =  250) encoding using 100 
encodings.
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A.23: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DST (p =  250) encoding using 250 
encodings.
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A.24: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hartley (p =  250) encoding using 25 
encodings.
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A.25: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hartley (p =  250) encoding using 50 
encodings.
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A.26: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hartley (p =  250) encoding using 100 
encodings.
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A.27: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hartley (p =  250) encoding using 250 
encodings.
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A.28: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS encoding using 25 encodings.
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A.29: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS encoding using 51 encodings.
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A.30: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS encoding using 101 encodings.
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A.31: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS encoding using 251 encodings.
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A.32: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS (p =  250) encoding using 25 
encodings.
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A.33: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS (p =  250) encoding using 51 
encodings.
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A.34: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS (p =  250) encoding using 101 
encodings.
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A.35: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DCS (p  =  250) encoding using 251 
encodings.
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A.36: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DFT (p =  250) encoding using 25 
encodings.
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A.37: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DFT (p == 250) encoding using 50 
encodings.
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A.38: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DFT (p =  250) encoding using 100 
encodings.
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A.39: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part 
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) 
amplified difference image with SRM for the DFT (p =  250) encoding using 250 
encodings.
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A.40: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Plane-wave encoding using 25 encodings.
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A.41: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Plane-wave encoding using 50 encodings.
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A.42: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Plane-wave encoding using 100 encodings.
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A.43: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Plane-wave encoding using 250 encodings.
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A.44: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Haar encoding using 32 encodings.
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A.45: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Haar encoding using 64 encodings.
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A.46: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Haar encoding using 128 encodings.
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A.47: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Haar encoding using 256 encodings.
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A.48: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Daubechies-4 encoding using 32 encodings.
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A.49: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Daubechies-4 encoding using 64 encodings.
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A.50: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Daubechies-4 encoding using 128 encodings.
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A.51: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part of
the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d) ampli
fied difference image with SRM for the Daubechies-4 encoding using 256 encodings.
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A.52: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hadamard encoding using 32 encodings.
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A.53: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hadamard encoding using 64 encodings.
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A.54: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hadamard encoding using 128 encodings.
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A.55: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Hadamard encoding using 256 encodings.
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A.56: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Walsh encoding using 32 encodings.
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A.57: The (a) encoding matrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Walsh encoding using 64 encodings.
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A.58: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to  show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk matrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Walsh encoding using 128 encodings.
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A.59: The (a) encoding m atrix (highlighted to show used encodings), (b) real-part
of the cross-talk m atrix (imaginary part is zero), (c) final stacked image, and (d)
amplified difference image with SRM for the Walsh encoding using 256 encodings.
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A.60: Images from conventional SRM decimated using: (a) every 25th shot, (b) 
every 10th shot, (c) every 5th shot, (d) and every other shot. The quality of the 
image quickly degrades as the decimation factor increases due to spatial aliasing.
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A.61: Difference images for decimated SRM using (a) every 20th shot-record, (b) 
every 10th shot, (c) every 5th shot, and (d) every other shot. As the number of shots 
used increases (i.e. decimation factor decreases) the difference between the decimated 
image and shot-record migration decreases.
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